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\. L  INTRODUCTION 
· This  proposal · is  in  response  to  measures  announced  by  the·  Commission  in  its. 
Action-Plan for free movement ofworkers adopted on 12 November 19971. 
In the Action Plan, the Commission made known its· plans for measures to improve free 
movement of  workers,. adopting to this end a twofold approach: 
•  The  first  concerns  the  need  to  offer  European  citizens  an  effective  and  readily 
understandable means whereby a basic.freedom established by the Treaty of  Rome and · 
implemented 30 years ago can be exercised.  - ' 
•  . The  second  co~cerns freedom  of·  movement,  as  a  leg~l  dev~ce for  facilitating  the 
mobility  of  workers,  thereby  contributing  to  the  coordination  of  nationar 
employment policies. Against this background, mobility is fundamental as  a way of 
increasing  the  European  added  'value  of measures  to  promote.  employment  . .The 
creation of a  ;eal  area  for  people  to  move  and  work  in  is  likely  to  increase the 
employment prospects of  European workers, for-whom ah extensive Europeanlabour 
market  is  available.  They  will  also  be  able· to  improve  their  qualifications  and 
experience  by  acquiring work  exper~ence on  an  international  scale  and ' this  should 
improve thei_r employability and· adaptability in labour market terms. 
With this aim in view this document presents a proposal for amending Regulation (EEC) 
No  1612/68  and  .Dire~tive  68/360/EEC  on  the  freedom  of movement  of workers 
(Part One). 
Also,  and  as  confirmed in  the  Action Plan referred to  above,  the  contribution to this 
debate  which -can  be  made  by  the  social  partners  is  of fundamental  importance  and _ · 
existing structures must be made easier and simpler to  apply. To this end and following 
the  recommendations of the  social  partners  themselves,  the  Conimission is  proposing  .  .  . 
that  the  two  advisory  committees  currently  dealing  With  free  _movement  - . the 
Advisory  Committee on_the Free Movement ofW,orkers and the Advisory-Committee on 
Social Security: for Migrant Workers- should be merged. Accordingly, a proposal for a 
decision is presented (Part Two):  . 
- -·-
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2 PARTONE · 
.  !, 
.  Proposal for a_ 
. EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL REGULATION 
ap1ending CouncilRegu~ation  (EEC) No-1612/68 onfreedom of  movement for workers 
·  within the Colnmunity  ·  · 
,/ 
(fext With EEA re_levance) · 
....  .  Propos~l for a ·  ..  . 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTAND COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
,amending Dir~ctive 68/360fEEC on the a!:>olition of  restrictions on movement and 
. residence within the Community for work~rs of  Member State~ and their families 
(Text with EEA relevance).· 
(  . 
,  . 
... 
3 .  \ 
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
/ 
A.  .  GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
1.  Rea~ons  for proposing a revision 
The rides governing the freedom of movement of workers  hav~ now been in force for 
several decades. Freedom of movement is one of the most developed and advanced legal 
mechanisms devised for the benefit of  the citizens of Europe in the Treaty of Rome. The 
right to free movement allows Community workers direct and automatic access to the  . 
labour market of  each and every Member State. 
The exercise of this right 'is determined by the effectiveness of the  rules  which allow 
ru:ifestricted freedom of movement: The rules  a,re  now 30 years old, however.  Over this 
period the Court of Justice has repeatedly ruled ori the texts and interpreted them. As a 
result,  a whole corpus of case-law to  interpret the wording of the legislation has been 
created. To strengthen the security and transparency of  the law on behalf of  the citizen, it 
is now time to bring the texts-into line with existing case-law  .. 
As  an  indication,  despite  freedom  of movement  having  been a  feature  of the  Union 
for. thirty  years  experience  with  the  application· of these  texts  suggests  that  now, 
after  30  years,  a  number  of  gaps  in  _the  legislation  need  to  be  filled  and  some 
shortcomings rectified. 
The shortcomings of the legal texts on the  freedom of movement" of workers ·  apd the 
obsolete nature of some rules and of  the way they are applied by national authorities are 
recognised  obstacles  to  the  completion  of the  internal  market.  Statistics  reveal,· for 
example,  that mobility  in Europe  lags  behind that' of the  United  Statesz.  Facilitating 
·.  freedom  of movement  therefore  represents an  important  objective  for  Europe,., but 
achieving it  depends  to  a cet:tain extent on the effectiveness of the  rules which allow 
unrestricted freedom of  movement.  · 
To generate new momentum in this area, the Commission set up a high-level group on 
. the  free  movement of persons  in  1996.  This  group,  chaired  by  Mrs  Simone  Veil, 
published a report in March 1997 which highlighted these gaps  and shortcomings. The 
group's report also stressed the need to ensure that legislation took account not only of 
developments  in  case-law but also  of the  political and  sociological  change  which the 
European Union has undergone since 1968..  .. 
For its part, the European Parliament has repeatedly called fo~ improvements to the legal 
structures  governing  the  freedom  of movement  of workers.  The  Parliament,  in  fact, 
welcomed3  the Commission's proposed changes to  Regulation (EEC) No  1612/68 and 
. Directive 68/360/EEC4 back in 1989. Recently, as part of  the follow-up to the High-Level 
Group's report on the freedom of movement, the European Parliament again confirmed 
2  See Commission report "Employment in Europe 1997". 
3 
4 
Opinion of Parliament of~  4 February 1989. (A3-00 13/90). 
COM(88) 815 final. 
4 the need to irilprove the-legal provisions on the freedom of  moveme~t and to ensirre that 
they are effectively implemented in the M~mber  States. 
The Commission, reflecting the line taken by the European Parliament and responding in 
. part to the recommendations made by the High-Level Group, adoptediri November 1997 
. an action plan on the free movement of  ~orkers. In this plan, the Comm~ssion  announced 
that it  would be presenting proposals for legislation aimed at improving the conditions 
for exercising the right to freedom of  movement.  .  .  .  -
The  obstacles  which  persist  evep  today  relate  not  only  to  onerous  administrative 
. procedures  co~ected with the recognition of the right of residence (for example in the . 
case· of  trainees or job seekers) but also to the problems connected with the recognition of 
experience and qualifications obtained· in another Member State.· Progress in this area is 
~herefore essential  i!-the  ability  of the  Union· to  offer an  effective  labour. market to 
workers at European level is to be improved. 
The guidelines on· employment adopteq following the. European Council  me~ting in 
Luxembourg in November  1997 .stress. the  importance of improving the  scope  for  the  .· 
occupational integration of  workers and in· particular of  the· u11employed (employability). 
To  achieve  this  aim,  the  unemployed, arid  in particular the  young  and  the  loJ1g.,.t~rm 
unemployed, should be given greater scope for training andgaining_experience  .. Mobility 
offers  better prospects  for ·accessing training ·and  gaining  experience. ·The  experience 
gained by workers, the jobless, trainees and students in Member States other than their 
· own will have ·a  significant qualitative impact in that the experience may Include the 
chance to learn a new language or a business culture different froni that of their. oWn 
COUntry.  These persons will thus be able.to enhance their employabiiity not only in their 
own country but throughout the :Onion as welL  · 
The European citizen ·also has high expectations regarding the opportunities offered .  by 
·Europe,  as  demonstrated. by  the  ainount  of interest  in the  inforination. provided  on.· 
citizens' rights. 
Accordingly  and· on. the  basis  of Part-II of Regulation {EEC}.No  1612/68  and of a 
decision takeri in 1993, the European Commission has created the Eures network, a joint 
ve~ture with the employment services  in the--Member  States  and with other partners, 
including in particular the social partners. Assisted by·  some ·  500 Eurqcounsellors, ·  thes~ 
partners provide workers and job seekers, as well as employers, with generai infomiation  · 
and personal advice concerning the freedom of  movement of workers and offer access to  . _ 
a data base.onthe employme~t  opportunities that ar,e available.  · 
The growing populinity of  this service and the initi'!_l results achieved by the ''Citize~s of . 
Europe"  campaign  demonstrate  the  interest  that  exists  in  going  to  work  in  other 
Member States. Thus, .a  large number of persons have contacted the Sign Post Service 
under "Citizens  First" that was set up to assist. citizens to identify a problem in a  peutral 
· and  objective  way  and  to  suggest  solutions.  The  evaluation  rep.ort  of those  calls 
- "Listening to the citizen", annexed to the  secon~ scoreboard of the. Single  Mark~t from 
May 1998, has highlighted that one of the major concerns of the citiz.en· was to. obtain _ 
. assistance· for seeking empl9yment in ~other  Member State. 
\ 
In the framework ofthe "Permanent dialogue with the "citizen and the enterprises" that 
has been 'lam1ched on 14 June 1998 (ollowing the Action Plan on the Single Market, a 
·practical  guide  "Routemap  for  jobseekers" has  also.  been  published.  This  guide'  will 
5 explain to  people that Europe has  opened up  an  extensive European labour market on 
which work can be found.  It is thus essential to ensure that the law as it stands and the 
procedures  for  its  application  do  not  constitute  an  ..  obstacle  to  the  efforts  of the 
Member States to drive this message home. 
It also  needs  to  be  emphasised  that ·the  demographic  prospects  for  Europe.  are  in 
themselves ·'an  additional reason for eliminating the  obstacle~ to worker mobility 'in  the 
Community in order to tackle the population_ imbalances likely to arise in certa~n regions. 
It should also be stressed that industrial change and the new technologies will-make it 
.easier in future for workers to become. more mobile. New technologies are European in 
dimension, even global, and allow workers to  be employed in a European market where 
technical barriers will fade away. These industrial changes which are affecting the market 
may exacerbate the imbalance between the vocational skills available and those required 
by  the market and  lead to  shortages of sJcilled  worker~ in  certain. parts of the  Union. 
Worker mobility may therefore be an important way of  redressing the balance. 
From  the  foregoing  it  can  be  seeri  that  revising  the  regulations  on  the  freedom  of 
movement for workers ·is a  priority for  Europe in legal, social, economic and political 
terms and is fully consiste_nt with European initiatives supporting modem and effective 
national-level policies to promote employment.· 
The  proposals  for  legislation  whic~ are  contained  in  this  document  are  therefore  a 
response  to  this  situation  and  to  the  new  approach  announced  in  the  Action  Plan. 
Consequently, the proposals for legislation in relation to Re-gulation. (EEC) No 1612/68 
and Directive 68/360/EEC, which were submitted in 1989, will be withdrawn when these 
new proposals are put fo.Ward.  The Commission inten<ls  tq ensure that the_se  proposals . 
succeed in their aim of  improving conditions ·for freedom  of movement. to  reflect the 
spirit expressed by case-law. The latter is a basic step forward for the European-citizen 
and the Commission will ensure that discussions in the Council do not lead to the loss of 
the headway made by case-law. 
Lastly,  -it  should  be  noted  that  this  proposal_  is  of  relevance  to.  the 
European Economic Area  because  under Article  28 of  the  EEA  Treaty,  EEA  citizens 
enjoy the right to freedom of  movement for workers. 
2.  Scope of  the revision in relation to the status of European citizenship 
The proposed revjsion is aimed at the texts which relate to employed persons and the 
members of their families. These rules apply to all' European citizens moving to take up 
employment or seeking employment.  .  ' 
This revision does not apply to citizens who are self-employed or non-employed, with the 
exception of  the m~mbers  of  the family of  a citizen who is employed. As Coinmunity law 
now stands, these citizens are covered by.other legal instruments5• 
5  ·  Council Directive 73/148/EEC ofi1 May 1973 (OJ L l-7i; 28:6.1973), Council Directive 90/364/EEC 
of28 June  1990 on the right of residence (OJ L 180,  13.7.1990), Council Directive 90/365/EEC of 
28 June 1990 on the right ofresidence for employees and self-employed persons who have ceased their 
occupational activity (OJ L l80, 13.7.1990), Council Directive '93/96/EEC of 29  October 1993  on the 
right of  residence for students (OJ L 317, 18.12.1993).  · 
6 The  Commission· nonetheless  considers  that -this  proposal is  a  starting  point. for.  a 
much-needed  and  detailed .  review  of how· the  citizens  of the  Community  arid  their . 
families  can  be . treated  more  uriiforinly  in ··  the  Member  States·.  to  ..  this  end  the.  . 
Commission has announced ·in its Action Plan on the single market that it is cqnsidering  -
proposals for the  updating of the  conditions governing the right of residence to  bring 
. them into line with European citizenship. 
·However, it should be stressed that this .proposal for  a revision- of the 'rules c-oncerning 
only  workers  and  the  members~  .of· their  families  is  complementary: to  the  proposals 
relating to citizenship.  Indeed,  it should be  noted that Corpmunity law as  it currently 
stands  is  far ·  from  unifoirn 'in its  provisions  regarding  the ·material  rights  of yarious · 
categori~s cif  European  citize~s (workers,· students,  non-employed  persons,  volunteer 
workers, retired people or the  provid~rs  or users of services, etc.). It is this difference in 
material terms that justifies the presentation pow of  proposals aimed at the material  st~tus 
in law of  workers and their families.·· · 
Furthermore, the importance: of worker mobility i11  the context of the Union's efforts to 
·support  Member States'  employment policies  calls  for  immediate. and  targeted  act~on 
which should not be held back by the much broader debate on European citizenship. It 
should ·be  borne  in mind that these  proposals  relate  specifically  to .the  status  cif joh 
seekers and trainees  a~ well as· the recog11ition for emplo)rment purposes throughout the 
-Union of the personal and employment:-related circumstances which affect the working  . 
conditions· of migrant workers.  These points, which are intended to help bring. about a  . 
•  1  '  \ 
pan-European  area  for. occupational  mobility,  need  an  appr9ach _specifically  targeted· 
on workers  .. 
It  follows  that,  without prejudice  ~n the future  development of the  legal .  status fot the 
various categories of citizens under secondaiy legislation,  tP,e  conditions. governing  ~he 
· free  movement  of workers  must .be ·improved.  The  legal  provisions  for  Coi:nmunity. 
workers are a cornerstone of European citizenship and are ce_ntral to the achievement of 
real integratim1forall European citizens in whichever Member State they are living.· 
A  revision  of the  rules  governing  the  freedom  of ro'ovement  of. workers  is  th_erefore 
.  -consistent ~ith the possibility of revising the rules on. the right of entry and residence, 
which  could  be  based  on  Article 8A  ·of the  Treaty  as  amended  by  the· Treaty  of 
·Amsterdam  and  would  be  ajmed _at  establishing  a  single  legal  status  for  European 
·citizenship. The proposals_which follow:fully_ret1ect the Gommission's strategy regarding 
citizenship and ta:ke accountofthe Community contribution to employment policy. 
3.  Legalbads  .  · 
S~rice this revision relates to the legal texts governing the free movement of  workers, the 
.legal basis is.Article 49 of the Treaty, both with regard to Directive 68/360/EEC. andto 
Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68._ This  article  provides that. the .Councifshall, acting in 
accordap.ce  with  the  procedure referred  to )n Article  189b· and  after  consulting  the 
Economic and Social Committee, issue directives or ma:ke regulations. 
4.  Aims of the revision 
This revision rel;;ttes  to  the  conditions  governing the .residence  of_ workers  and of the 
procedures regulating freedom of  movel;llent. 
7 The main aims are: 
•  to  make  it easier for  job seekers,  trainees  and  worker~ employed  on  a  series  of 
short-term contracts in a Member State to secure .the right of  residence. 
•  to  extend  the  scope  of this  ~ommunity right  -to  include  all  the  ascendants  and 
descendants of the worker and spouse, as well as other members of the family who 
are dependants and live under the worker's roof in Member State whence they come. 
•  to enhance the  legal status of the members of the family  so  that they can be more 
easily integrated in the host co~try, in particular if  the marriage breaks up; 
•  to reinforce the application of  equal treatment for Community workers by establishing 
the  principle  of ·equivalence of situations  for  occupational  purpo.ses  and  taking 
-account of  the particular situation of  frontier workers.  ' 
•  to  simplify the  administrative  procedures  for  taking  advantage  of the  freedom  of 
movement for workers and the members of  their families. 
Section II sets out in more detail the scope of  the proposed !evision. 
B.  A REVIEW OF THE AMENDMENTS PROPOSED FOR REGULATION 
(EEC) No  161~/68_ AND DIRECTIVE 68/360/EEC 
I.  AMENDMENT,  OF REGULATION (EEC) No 1612/68 • 
1.  Non-discrimination clause 
Under the proposed new Article  la, discrimination based on race, religion,  sex, age or  .  . 
disability shall be prohibited wherever Regulation (EEC)No 1612/68 is applicable. This 
article also offers all beneficiaries of Regulation (EE8) No 1612/68 direct and enhanced 
protection against any discrimination inconsistent with the basic rights of  the individual. 
•  J 
Article 1a responds to the desire of the European Union to  strengthen the protection of 
human rights with regard to  the implementation of Community law in a way which is 
consistent with the case-law of the Court. This aim is also set out in the Commission's 
Communication. on an action plan against racism6.  ..  ·' 
.  . 
-However, it should also be noted that the typ~s of discrimination envisaged by Article 1  a 
are  in  themselves  obstacles  to  free  movement . and  are · therefore  inconsistent  with 
-.  Article 48 of the Treaty. Freedom of movement is aimed at securing the full integration 
of the  migrant  worker  and  of the  members  of his  family.  Europe's cultural,  social, 
religious  and  ethnic. diversity  suggests  that  the~ protection  currently  offered  against 
nationalicy-based discrimination is not enough to allow effective freedom-of movement. 
c  \ 
Consequently, it is important to underline that all forms of discrimination run counter to 
the ideal.of European integration intended ~y  Article 48 of  the Treaty. 
6  . COM(1998) 183 final of25 March 1998. 
8 This new article is  also to  be Seen as a contribution to the development. of Community 
law, which will conta,in, when the Treaty of  Amsterdam enters into force, a new_clause on  · 
non-discrimination (Article 13). 
2.  Geographical scope 
,)  . 
·.  The Court of Justice· ha~ repeatedly stated tha,t the applicability of Community -law with 
regard to the free movement qf workers cannot be determined by the place at which the 
work is performed7: The place at which the work is performed may ·even be outside the 
territory of the  European Unioq but this under· no  circumstances renders  CommunitY 
. · regtllations  inapplic'able  so  long  as  ·th~e_ employment relationship  retains  a  sufficiently 
closelink withthe Union. 
For example~ such links can be found whenever the Community worker is recruited by an 
.undertaking  in'  a  Member  State,  is affiliated to  the  social  security  scheme  of that 
Member State and has performed hls work for the said  unde~ing  during his postings 
Within the European Union or to a third coimtry.  · 
However,. the principle of equ~l treatment inay also  be  applicable,  irrespective of any 
posting, whenever the_ employment relationship has  suffi~iently close links to the legal 
_system  of a  particular  Member  State  and, ·as  a  result,  to  the  relevant  provisions  of 
. -Coinmunity  law.  An example· of this  is  when the  contract  of a ·community worker, 
recruited locally in a third country, has been conCluded. in accordance with the law of a.· 
Member Stat6 and is subject to the jurisdictio~ of  a Member States.· 
- In .such  a  c~se, the  Conimunity worker must be able  to secure for  himself the  same 
treatment as that enjoyed by that country's nationals. It is not a case of creating a new 
right for the Community worker employed outside the Union but rather of allowing him 
to  be treated  as  a  national of a  Member State  when he·is subject to  the  law of that-
Member State ·whilst working outside that Member State. The proposal is therefore that a·. 
- new· Article,  Artidy 9A,  shoilld be  added  ~o that· workers who are  posted within the 
Union or to  countries outside the Union, as  well  as  workers who  perform their work 
within the  Onion,  can be  cov~red .so  long  as  their employment relatibnships  retain- a 
· sufficiently close link with a Member State. ·  · 
' ' 
This  new  provisiqh  is · considered  t~  -be  necessary· ·  d~spite  the  existence  of 
Directive 96/71/EC  on the posting-of workers  occlirring· as  part  of the  provision  of 
services9,_ ·given  that  the  scope  of  the.  latter  is  more  restricted  than  that  of  \ 
Reg1,1lation (EEC) No 1612/68. 
7  See, for example; the judgment in the Prodest_ Case of 12 April  1984 (Case C-237/83, ECR p.  3153) 
and the Boukhalfajud~ent  of30 Apr~l1996 (Case C-214/94, ECR  p. 2253).  . 
8  · Se,e Boukhalfa  ju~gment  referred to in footnote 7 above. 
9  . OJ L 18, 21.1.1997, pp:  1~6. 
9 3. ·  Persons covered 
Job seekers and trainees 
The Court of Justice has on earlier occasions clearly recognised that the free muvernent 
of workers  also  applies  to  persons  seeking  employment  and.  to  persons  undergoing 
occupational training as  trainees10.  It is  for  this  reason that Article. 1 now -contains  a 
reference to job seekers and to trainees. 
This proposal does not extend the scope of  the Regulation to a greater number of  persons; 
the intention is rather for it to reflect the case-law that exists. The proposal is matche<;l by. 
the amendments to. Directive .68/360/EEC.  ·  ' 
For Article 5,  the proposal is to include, in line with the principle of equal treatment, 
grants  and  subsidies  for  recruitment  or -training.  This  should  increase  the  chances  of·. 
unemployed people finding work, including opportunities for them to  undergo training 
when moving to another Member State in order to work.  However, it is important to 
remember that the reference to job seekers does not, in principle, affect the case-law of 
the Court, according to which]obseekers do not benefit from Title II of  the Regulationll. 
On the other hand, trainees must be .  considered as  w~rh:rs for the purposes of applyinK 
Title ll  if they are genuinely employed irrespective of the fact that the employment is in 
the form oftrainingl2.  · 
Family reunification . 
.  )  . 
At the present moment the regulation entitles the spouse, descendants aged under 21  or 
dependants and dependant family in the ascending line, irrespective of their ~ationality, 
to take up residence with a worker who is  ~mployed in a Member State. 
The Member States also have to  fa~ilitate the admission of  other inembers of the family 
once they become dependants or live under the migrant worker's roof in the  country 
whence he comes.  ·  .  ·  ·  · 
However,  this  scheme  has  shortcomings 'and  still  causes  problems  for  workers.  The 
·High-Level Group has already indicated "that the problems are  not compatible with the 
dual objective· of  safeguarding the family unit and reunifying families in the host co~try, 
~ requirement which is part and parcel ofthe free movement of  people.  ..  -
.... 
To resolve these problems, it is  proposed that the section ,of th~ Regulation listing the· 
persons  covered. should  be  extended to allow family  reunification  in a  way which is 
consistent  with  today's  demographic  and  · sociological.  patterns  within  the 
European Union. It would seem to be incompatible with free  movement as it ought to 
practise that a family household established by a Community worker in the Member State 
10  With regard to. job seekers see the Antonissen judgment of 26 February  1991  (Case C-292/89,  ECR 
p. 745) and the judgment in  the Commission v  Belgium Case of 20  February  1997  (Case C-344/95, 
ECR p.  1035). With regard to  trainees see,  for  example,  the judgment in  the  Lawrie-Blum Case of 
3 July 1996  (Case  C-66/85,  ECR  p.  2121)  'and  the  judgment  in  the  Le  lvfanoir  Case  of 
. 21  November 1997 (Case C-27/91, ECR p. 5531).  · 
II  See-the Lebon judgment of 18 June 1987 (Case C-316/85, ECR p. 2811). 
12  See judgment in the Lawrie-Blum Casereferrec;l to above. 
10 "\.,  .  ;--.. 
.  I 
.of origin  disintegrate~ because a basic right  i~ ciaimed,·-namely that of'~oving freely · 
within the European Union.  ·  _  .. 
The proposed Article 1  0(1) th~refore enables direCt descendants and ascendants to install 
themselv-es  with ·.a  Coriunl.mity  national  who .  is  employed· in  another ,Member  State  .  · 
· irrespective of whether they  ar~ d~pepdants or not and  irrespective oLtheir age.  Other . 
members of the family who are dependants or who  live under the wotker's roof in the . 
. Member State whence he come~  are alsb included. In turn; it must be noted tliat entry into 
the  European ·Union. of third  country nationals  continues  to- be  primarily a  matter of 
concern for national competence.  .  .  . 
.  '  ·.  .  .  !  _.  •  ·~  ';  . .  .  •  . - .  ·.  "'  .  .  .  '  .  ,-_  :  ' 
The  removal of the  age  requirement  (under21) or of  _the  need  to  be  a  dependant is ··. · 
intended to prevenf  situations where the children or' the  par~nts of the worker or spouse 
who do not satisfy the age· or dependant-status criteria cannot accompany the family on 
the sa:m'e basis as other members of  the family.  ·· 
I  '  ,/  :  ,  '  . 
The present scheme con~ins  some' contradictions· in_ that the ·members of  the. family who 
.·are not the. worker's dependants and who. are therefore less likely -to become a burden for 
.  the  host  country,  ~cannot take  adyantage, of family  reunification  under  the  terms  of 
• 
1Regulation (EEC) No  1612/68. H6wt;:ver,  members of the family who are the- worker's 
dependants and who could possibly oblige the. worker· to claiin social a.Ssi.stance from the 
host  country, po benefit from all the advantages  of~ere<;l by family reunification:~ 
.  /  .  .  . 
To illustrate this, the scheme. as it  currently stands
1doesnot allow children over 21 who 
are not.dependent on their pc;rrents 'tp accompany the family.  Ifthey want to accompany 
their parents, these. c)j.ildren must obtain residence permits for themselves.· This  me~s 
that·a worker's children who are  attending university and ~who are  not dependent must 
apply for a residence permit tinder I)irective 93/96/EC if  they want to join their family in 
~other Merhher  State13•  Children  are  required to  obtain  a residence  pemiit which; is· 
restricted· to the duration of their studies, they must obtain sickness in_surance cover for 
themselves and make a declaration ~o the effect that they have adequate funds. If  they no . 
longer meet these conditiol).S  they may· be  d~ported despite the .  fact that the remaining·. 
members  of the  family;  have  residence  p~nnits  valid  for·  five  years,  automatically 
renewable, and may .continue. to reside and become integrated in the  ho~t Meri;lber State.  ·. 
- What  is  'more,  unlike
1  thildfen  aged  under .  21'  children  who . are  not  covered  by 
Regulation  (EEC) No  1612/68 do  not benefitfrom the principle. of  equal.tr~liltme-nt in 
· t~rms of  soci~l advantages. .  ·  ·  ·  ·  '·  ,  · 
,- .  ·The situation of children who are not dependants may be eve1:1  mor~ dramatic if  they do 
• , not have the nationality of a Member State; arid family reunification iri such cases might 
• be  severely hampered by the natfprtal  rules. on imlrtigratism,  since they do .  not benefit 
fromthe Community:ruleson the right ofresi.dence.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  .  .~ 
As mentioned abov~, the new  artie~~ also include.s th~ right to familx reunification for, the · 
merrtbers ofthe worker'S faniily'or'his spouse who were,the w9rke(s dependants Or lived 
under his roo  fin the Member State whence he c01hes (q.ew Article 1  0(1 )(c). The persons 
.concerned are  the.memb~rs of thehousehold which the worker set up in the country in 
, Which he was employed before  he  exercised his  right to  freedom  of ~ovement. This' 
'.extension: of family reunification is. not entirely new  beca~se: the old ArtiCle  1  0(2): also 
.I3  Council Directive 93/96/EEC on the right of  residence for students (OJ L 317, 18.12.1996, p. 59). 
.  .  .,J  .  11  .  . required the  Member  States to  ease the  entry requirements ·  for  these  members of  the 
family.  The aim of improving the rights of family .members now justifies establishing a 
specific.  right'  in·  preference  to  retaining  the  old ·wording  for  dependants  and  for  a 
household already constituted within the European Union.  WheJ;"e  the worker is coming 
.  from  a  third  country,  the  new  proposal  maintains  the  requirement  under the  existing 
regulation to facilitate family reunion of  such family members. 
The proposed Article 1  0( i) also stipulates that the partner ~ssimilated to the spouse may 
follow the worker where the host Member State recognises the  situation of unmarried 
couples  for  its  own  nationals.  This  possibility,  which  merely  reflects  sociological 
developments in certain Member States, has already been recognised in the case-law and 
constitutes only an application of the principle of equal treatment14. This provision does 
not oblige the Me!llber States to recognise unmarried couples and will be applied only in 
cases where such recognition.has been decided by the national legislator .. 
Lastly, and in  order to remain within the spirit ofthe idea of  making family reunification 
easier, and by extension the movement of  the worker and his family in a single European 
economic space, the condition requiring the availability of  normal housing for the family 
has been omitted from the new wording.  ·  . 
The rights o((amily members 
As indicated above, the High:.Level Group argued that family reunification is also aimed 
at integrating the members ofthe family inihe host country. This full, de facto integration 
must also be accompanied by.de jure integration. 
As  Community law now stands,  family- members  do  not have. direct  rights, but rather 
·indirect ones depending on their status as family members15. 
It· is therefore necessary to grant family members their pwn rights while maintaining the 
link between these rights apd-their status as family J.?lembe.rs.  (  · 
Article  1  0(3 )' therefore  provides  that the  family  members  referred  tO  in  the  previous 
paragraphs are entitled to equal treatment as regards all economic, fiscal, social, cultural 
and other'benefits. The Court's decisions clearly affirmed that equal treatment forfamily 
members was one of  the worker's rights16. However, in order to reinforce legal certainty· 
and  enable  family  members  to  invoke  and  uphold  their  own  interests  vis-a-vis the 
authorities and the courts, it is important to grant them this right directly. 
Both the old and the prop·osed  version of  ·Article  11  of the Regulation provide for  an 
inherent right of the spouse and children to  engage in a paid economic activity. In the 
new  version,  it is  speCified  that  this  right  also  includes  the  right  to  engage  in ."a 
self-employed activity. There was, indeed, no justification for this gap. 
, In keeping with the extension of  the right to family reunification, the right to engage in an 
. economic  activity  laid  down  in Article  11  is  extended  to  all  beneficiaries· under 
Article 10. 
14  Reed  judgment of 17 April 1986 (Case C-59/85, ECR p.  1283). 
15  · Aforementioned Lebon judgment. 
\6  ibid. 
12 Similarly, the right of access to education and training .laid down in Article 12 must be 
. extended.  to all beneficiaries of family reunification  ...  The right to educ_ation. includes, of . 
course, both university and non-university eduGation.  ·  '--
It should be .·noted  that these  rights  maintain a direct link with . the  status: of family 
member. The new wording of Article 10  enable~  family members to invoke their rights 
· directly,  but they still have to prove their status of family  niember~ Accordingty, these 
rights are lost when the status of  family member lapses.  -
· However,  the  integration  intended by' existing- Comintmity -law,  as  intef_preteq  by. the 
J  • Court and  reinforced by the  new proposals,  would be pointless i(it could  be  ended . 
abruptly and totally by the dissolution of the marriage.  Spouses who derive all· of their 
rights f~om  the conjugal situation-might in fact find the~selves in a dramatic moral,  leg~l 
and economic situatio'n if  they lost all their rights through divorce.  .. 
.  . 
. This  situation of uncertainty .can  ·also  affect  the ·other  members  of the  family,  since 
divorce often-causes a personal rift between the family members which may seriously . 
affect,  from a legal point of view, those members whose rights depend exclusively on 
the worker. 
For all these rea8ons, it was considered necessary to put an end to this situation o'(legal 
uncertainty after a reasonable_ period of residence which makes· it possible to  a~~ume thai-
. the  members- of the  family,  and  especially  the  divorced  spouse,  have  achieved  a 
·substantial level of  integration. · 
Article  1  0(  4) prqvides, in the event -Of  dissol~tiori, of the marriage, for  an iildepende11t 
right  of residence' for  the  family  njembers after  a  residence  period· of three  years. · 
Similarly, Article 11  last indent stipulates that the family members shall keep the right to 
work in  .the event of dissolution of the  marriage.  These  provisions apply only to the 
members of  the family who do not have the nationality of a Member S_tate. In actual fact, 
if the marriage is  dissolved, the family members who are nationals of a Member State 
may benefit directly from the-,Commun1ty rules on freedom of movement and the right 
· ofresidence. 
The conditions  for  exercise· of the· right of residence  are  set  out  in the  proposal  f~r 
revision of  Directive 68/360/EEC. 
This_legal  developni~nt is based on "Articles 48  and 49 of the Treaty and constitutes a 
necessary  corollary- to .freedom  of movement.  The ··CoUrt's  decisio_ns  have  clearly· 
· recogriised the importance of  integration o{the family in facilitating the effective exercise· 
of  freedom ofmovemerit17.  ·  ·  ·  · 
i  .  -
·Integration must be considered in its  independent dimension. for  the benefit of family 
members. Moreover, this interpretation· is riot new in that-Commission Regulation (EEC) 
No li5-1/70 on the right of residence has recognised for more than25 ye~s the.right'of 
residence of  family members in the event of  the worker'sdeath,"on the basis of  .ArtiCle 49 
of the Treaty. In such a case, the dissolution of the marriage following the death of the 
worker does hot result in the family members who are third-country nationals losing their 
17  Ecltternach and Moritz judgment of 15  March  1989 (Cases C-389/87 and 390/S7, ECR p.  7l3) and 
Dt Leo judgment of 13 November 1990 (Case 308/89, ECR p. 4185). 
'  .  .  13 
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,..-· rights18 .. 0n the other hand, there is a degree ofiriconsistency in the existing system, since 
the members of  the family who are not Commiinity nationals would retain their right of 
residence if the Community-spouse were to die, but would lose it in the case of  divorce .. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that ,the High-Level Group's report also focused attention 
. on  this.  situation,  recoinmending  the_  Corrmiission  to  take  abtion  on  behalf  of 
divorced spouses: .. 
·4.  Material rights of  the worker 
The revision o( RegUlation  (EEC)  No  1612/68  does  not  affect  the  worker's material 
rights.  It is  clear that he  already benefits from the right to; equal treatment in the  host · 
· Member  State.  Consequently,  the  worker's  material- rights  are  the  same  as  those of 
national workers. 
··I 
·However, . given· that' .  equality  of  treatm~nt is  not.  always  fully  applied  in  -the 
Member States,  the  wording  of the  articles  of Title  II  must  be  made  stronger.  The 
proposals set out bel()w are based for the most part on the decisions of  the Court. 
The  proposed amendments to  Article_ 7 do  not  have  any  material  effect on the  rights 
recognised by the Court's decisionS,·but add important details. 
:In  Article  7(1),  elements  such  as  equal  treatment  as  regards  health  and_  safety 
conditions  are  added,  as  are  .  vocational  retraining  measures  in  the  event·  of 
involuntary unemployment. 
·Article 7(2) is worded .ll\Ore precisely in order· to reflect the Court's decisions, which are 
aimed  ~t full  integration-of the  worker  at  all  levels:  economic,  cultural,  recreational,· 
. social, etc. For the Court of  Justice, "social benefits" should be taken to mean all benefits 
which,  whether or not  linked  to  a  contract  of employment,  are  generally  granted to 
national worker~ by virtue of their objective status of workers or by the mere  fa~t of  their 
residence  on .the  national  _territory  and  the  extension  of which  to  workers  who  are 
-nationals of  other Member States seems therefore likely to facilitate their mobility within 
the Commqnity;'I9. The new wording of Article 7(2) is intended to  cover this definition 
by the Court. 
.  '  - ' 
In Article  7(3), the term "vocational schools" is replaced by  "vocational training",  an 
expression which  is  in  keeping  with ·the  current  situation  as  regards  training ·in  the 
Member  States.  This  Article  is furidamental  nowadays  in -view  of the  importance  of 
life-long  learning  as  a  means  of adapting  workers  to  industrial  change  and·  new 
. technological developments as and when they happen:  .  . 
18  Cristini judgment'of30 September 1975 (Case C-32/75, ECR p.  1085), 
19  Schmid  judgment  of  27  ¥ay  1993  ·(Case  310/91,  ECR  p.  3011)  and  Meints  judgni_ent  of 
· 27 November 1997 (Case 57/96, ECR p. 6689). 
14 Article 7(3) covers the cases where the work~r  i~terrupts his career in order to improve or 
perfect his training 'and liis skills. It is also possible _that the worker deCides to' switch the  . 
direction  of  his . career  ,as  a  result  of industrial  changes  on  the  labour  mark~t. 
Consequently,  access  vvithout  discrimination  to  training  and  therefore. to  continuing· 
training constitutes at all times a key element of the employability and adaptability of· 
employees. This provision is also·fuliy in keeping with the guidelines on employment and  . 
. with the conclusions of the G8  Conference on employability20. Moreover, it follows on 
from the Court's decisions>' which recognised, as. regards the right to vocational training, 
that "certain rights linked t()_ the status of worker are guaranteed to migrant workers even 
if  the latter are no longer in an employment.relationship"21. 
I.  . 
Lastly;  in the proposed Article  8(1), the concept of exercise of public-law function  is 
replaced  by  the  expression  "which  involves . the  ex~rcise of public  power  and· the 
safeguarding of the general interests of the State and regional authorities", to quote the 
Court's  case~  law on Article  48( 4  )22.  The . exclusion of Community workers  from  the 
management of  public.:. law bodies cannot in fact be general in naturt:,  as  stated in ·the 
old wording  of Article  8(1).  It is  solely on  account  of the  specific  nature  of the 
functions  to  be  fulfilled ,within  public-law bodies  that it  will  be  possible to  exclude 
Corpmunity workers.  · 
The principle ofequtvalence o(sitilations 
. A new paragraph 5 is inserted in Article 7.  It is aimed at incorporating the principle of 
equivalence. of situations· for professional purposes. This· principle· is. fundamental to the. 
creation of  a genuine area of  vocational mobility. Under it, the worker may move with his · 
personal and professional baggage without suffering any prejudice or any economic or 
professional loss.  ·  -
Tlie experience gained from the application of  the Regulation has revealed th~  difficulties 
encountered by workers in obtaining the right to certain sQcial  or vocational benefits 
because 'the laws; regul(ltions arid administrative. provisions considered take  acco~nt for. 
the purposes of  entitlem:erit of  only the facts or eyents occurring on the national territory: 
Thus,  certain tax deductions Jor·depend~nt children would  riot  be  granted  unless  the 
children are actualiy brought up on the national territory; promotion in the civil servic~ is 
awarded according tQ the number -of years of  military service if it is carried out unde~ the . 
national flag; a civil servant's final  grade depends on his length of  service, but ()nly  i~ the · 
national public service. .  . 
~j 
In the .examples quoted ab~ve and in others i~cluded in' the case-law, the Court of Justice 
has come outcleailyin favour of  recog~itionofthe same. facts or personal or profes-sional 
..:.  circumstances. that have arisen i1;1 other Member States23.  ·  · 
20  · London Conference, February 1998: 
21  ·Aforementioned  Cristirzi judgment (point  11)  and  Lair judgment- of 21  June  1988  (Cas~ C-39/86, 
ECR p:.3161). 
22  See aforementioned Lawri~-Bhim  judgment. 
23  Ugliola  judgment  of  15' October  1969  (Case  C-15/69,  ECR  p.  363),  Scholz  judgment  of 
23 February 1994 (Case C-419/92, ECR p.  505);Vougioukas judgm(mt of22.1 1.1995 (Case C-443/93, 
ECR  p.  4033),  Schoning  judgment' of 15  January  1998 .(Case  C-1'5/96,  not  yet  published), 
CommJssion v Greece judgment of 12 March 1998 (not yet pubiis~ed).  ' · 
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~'--.  . ·It  should  be -noted  that  the  principle  of equivalence  of situations  will  be  applicable 
particularly to jobs in the Member States' civil service, since it is in such jobs, which are -
highly and strictly regulated in certain Memb~r  States, that the conditions of employment 
depend on a whole series of circumstances  which  are  clearly defined  by  the  relevant 
regulations and, statutes. 
Howeve~, in certain  cases  it  is  collective  agreements  that  lay  down  the  criteria ':for 
determining civil servants' conditions ofemployment. Like the statutes, these agreements 
generally contain only national references (e.g. to national diplomas, national training or 
· national military  servi~e). To  a lesser  extent~ private-sector collective agreements may -
also contain national references for the recruitment and remuneration of  workers. 
For example, in the civil serviCe an official's grade may be influenced by military service, 
since the years  of national military service  are  taken into  account for the  purposes of . 
seniority.  Moreover, the civil service encourages and  very often rewards  officials who 
have followe<;i  training courses or acquired academic qualifications during their career. 
These  academic  qualifications  may  therefore  have· repercussions  on  officials'  pay  or 
promotion.  Lastly,  it  often  happens  that  candidates'  academic  and- professional_ 
qualifications 'may be important for admission_ to civil service entrance examinations. 
However,  freedom  of movement for  workers  cannot be  truly  effective  if ~e rp.igrant  -
workers cannot, for the purposes of  their career development, benefit in the same way as 
_nationals  from  their academic, professional or personal (military service) qualifications 
obtained in other Member States. The Directives concerning the professional recognition 
of  qualifications are not sufficient for this purpose. They apply only to access to regulated 
¥  .  -
professions, but not to the recognition of  professional (or personal) qualifications that are 
not needed for access to the profession· but may improve the conditions for the practice 
of a profession. A worker may thus invoke a Directive .on the professional recognition 
of his qualifications in order to gain access to  a regulated profession, but he may not 
invoke  it  f<u  the  purposes  of career  advancement  if he  has  other  professional  or 
academic qualifications. 
The'-proposed Article 7(5) aims therefore to remedy this situation,  ~hich moreover is the 
subject of a very large  number of complaints to the  Commission and petitions· to the 
European Parliament. The wording is necessarily general, since the typology of practical 
situations is very wide. Moreover, it should be n,oted that the effective implementation of 
this principle is a question of the Member States' political will.  It is difficult to impose_ 
mutual trust in a regulation. It is  thus up to  the national  authorities, and to the social 
partners  in  the  case  of collective,  agreement~. to  adopt  an  open and  flexible  attitude 
towards migrant workers a:nd the personal and professional circumstances affecting them-
that have arisen iri another Member State.  .  ' 
This technique of assimilating situations is  not new- for the Member States, since it is· 
widely used under Regulation (EEC) No 1408/7124 on the coordination of  social security  - . 
schemes  (aggregation  of periods-of insurance,  employment  and  residence  for  the 
establishment of  entitlement arid the-calculation of  social security benefits). 
24  OJ L 149,_?.7.1971.. 
16 ..  (3) 
Frontier workers · 
The issue of frontier workers goes beyond that oflniw-ant workers in general,. since they 
are often ·s_ubject to: two legal systems and not to a_ single one like the worker residing in  __, 
the  country.  of  employment.  However,  it  is  indisputable  that  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 1612/68 applies to· frontier workers. The Regulation recbgmses this in its recitals and  ·· 
.  the Court of  Justice has made a clear pronouncement to this effect2s. 
How(;!vei,  the  fiscal  and  sociar status  of frontier  workers  presents  special  difficulties 
.which are not common. to the other workers covered by Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 
who -have  exercised  their. right  to  freedom  of movement.  The  <;:ourt'·s ·case-law  has 
certainly made it possible to clarify the legar status of frontier W<?rkers,  particularly as 
regards taxation26; sociaL benefit$27 and social security28. Despite this case.: law, the legaf 
sitlJation is uncertain in that the  ~ember  States are still not in a position from tpe  ~egal 
point of view and irt terms ofth(;:ir administrative organisation to cope with the situation 
of workers who reside in another State where they have their personal and family centre 
of  interest. .  ·  · 
·The  El!fopean  Parliament  .has  also  stressed  the  importance  of  frontier  working  _ 
(Van:Lancker report), while acknowledging that the proportion of  frontier workers to the 
total number of workers in Europe is still very low (0.5%).  However, frontier working 
-has  an  undeniable  political  interest  in  that  it  may  act·  as  a  barometer  of 
European integration, particuhn:ly as regards the creation of a /single  empl~yment market 
(Van. Lancker report).  ·  · 
The High~  Level Group chaired by Mrs Simone Veil devoted part of its final report to the 
question  of frontier  workers.- In. its ·view;  Cominunity  rules  are  needed· to. settle  the 
question-of residents and  ilon-residen~s, since the double-taxa!1on  agreements. bet:ween 
the Member States cannot resolve all the problems.  , 
.  . 
In  order to  meet these  demands,  it is  planned· to  make. reference  in Article 7a to  the 
· situation of fro~tier workers.  This  provision,  which is  necessarily  general in  nature, 
.  ~onstitutes a basis for reinfo_rcing the frontier worker's legal security. Orie ofthe main· 
questions is in fact to detemiine the benefits to which a frontier worker is. entitled under· · 
· the legislation of the country of employment, which is· generally designed for workers 
who are resident. As a rule, it is considered-that a froQ.tier worker·should enjoy the same 
b~nefits as a resident worker29.  .  ·  .  "  · 
How~~er, \mder certain circumstances, it would be necessary to determine whether the 
si~tion ofa resident W:orker and a non1resident )¥orker. are objectively comparable~ This 
· would  be  particularly  the  case  for  tax  beriefits3o.  Determination  of the  objective 
comparability  ·of  'situations·· is  definitely  a  .question  of ·fact.  The.  Commission 
. 25  Aforementioned Meints judgment.  . 
26  Biehl  judgment · of  8  ~ay  1990  (Case  C-175/88,  ECR  p.  1779),  Schumacker  judgment  of 
·  14 February 1995  (Case  C-279/93),  Wielockx  judgment  of ll August  1995  (Case  C-80/94,  ECR 
p. 2493). 
27  Aforementioned Meints judgment.  ,  . 
28  Miethe judgment of 12 June 1986 (Case 1/85, ECR p. J  8:}7). 
·  29  See judgment of  the Court in tase Meints  .. 
..  30  See case-law in cases such as Biehl and Schumacher (cited above) .. 
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. Recommendation of 21  December 1993  "on the taxation of certain incomes received by 
non-residents in a Member State" should form the basis for this interpretation.  · 
However, it must be stressed that Article 7a is not likely to affect the field of application 
of Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71  on the  coordination of social  security schemes.  The 
provisions  o~ this Regulation  (special  law)  do  in fact  prevail  over  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 1612/68 (general law), and itshould be notedthat in certain cases Regulation (EEC) 
No 1408/71 'guarantees, for frontier workers, the benefits of the State of residence rather 
than those of the State of employment. Article 42(2) of Regulation (EEC} NQ  1612/68 
recognises, moreover, that the ·provisions of this Regulation do  not affect the measures 
t~en  under Article 51  ofthe Treaty. 
·II,  -~ ·  AMENDMENTS TO DIRECTIVE 68/360/EEC 
1.  Jobseekers and trainees 
_One of the main objectives of amending the Directive is to facilitate jobseekers' right of 
entry and residence: Accprding to the Court's decisions31, it is indisputable that workers' 
right to'·freedom of movement implies the  right of residence in order to  look for a job. 
Re~lation (EEC)  No  1612/68  aims· to  reflect  this  legal  reality  in  the  le!iislation. 
Directive 68/360/EEC has to be amended accordingly. 
Thus, in Article 2(1) it is stated that freedom 9f  movement also implies the right to leave 
the  territory  of the  Member  States  in order  to.  look  for  a job or undergo  vocational 
training in another Member State.  · 
Along the same lines, in Article 8(1) a new subparagraph (d) is added, stipulating that the 
Member States shall acknowledge a jobseeker's right of residence without the need for a 
residence permit: This right or  residence is recognised automatically for jobseekers for a 
period. of  six months. The right of  residence is maintained after that period in so far as the 
jobseeker is actively seeking ·employment and has reasonable prospects· of finding a job. 
This provision is directly based on the case-law from the Court on jobseekers32. 
Furtheimore, the present labour market does not always make for immediate stability in 
·employment. Consequently, the· beginning of working life  ~n a Me~ber  State may result 
ina worker having a number of  temporary jobs interrupted by periods of  unemployment. 
In order to  avoid the  administrative_ problems  that this  sort of situation  may  pose,  it 
should be stated in Article 6(4)-that the Community worker who already has a temporary 
residence permit is entitled to have it automatically renewed even if he is unemployed, 
provided that he C'ontinues to look for work.  · 
It is  also  important  to. stipulate  that,  when  the  jobseeker  has  acquired  the  right  to 
unemployment benefits, his permit must be valid for the duration of this entitlement. In 
such a case, the unemployed person for whom the employment office takes responsibiiity. 
is still part of the national labour market, even though he is seeking employment, and 
must therefore enjoy the right of  residence. 
31  See the aforementioned Anton  iss en and Commission v Belgium judgments. 
32  See Antonissen and Commission v Belgium judginents. 
18 Lastly, the second paragraph. of  Article· 7 must be repealed. A worker who has a  five-year 
residence permit is  in a situation where Community-law pres~es that .he  is  likely to 
remain permanently in the host Member State.  The fact that he  has lost his job is. not 
enm.igh to destroy this presumption., Consequently, there are grounds for considering that 
' such a  worker is still part of the national labour market. In these ~ircumstances,  'there is ' 
no reason-to limit the duration of  the renewal of-his residence permit.  · 
'  •i  - •  -- •  •  •  .-· 
Moreover,  Article  20);  as  proposed  here,  also  mentions  .. trainees.  Similarly, . in _  . 
Article 4 (3)(b) ·it is  stated that-an attestation  that· a worker· is  undergoing  vocational 
-training is  sufficient to  obtain a residence permit.  As  the  Commission affirmed in  its _ · 
-Green Paper ''Ed1,1cation, training·and research. The obstacles to transnational mooility", 
trainees'  ad!Jlinistrative  situation  must.  be · improv~d. · Continuing  -trailing  and 
·apprenticeship with a view to vocational retraining· or readaptation are key,elements of  an 
active employment policy aimed  ~t prepanng workers for the industrial changes of the 
futuie. In these circumstances, it is essential to eliminate the administrative obstacles and 
the legal uncertainty that in many cases governs the freedom of movement of trainees, 
whose status - between student and worker ..:  is not defined 'at present. The inclusion of 
trainees in Reg-ulation (EEC) No  1612/68  does not affect their fiscal  and social status, 
·which is the responsibility of the Member States.  It is aimed soiely at facilitating their 
. right of  residence and ensuring ~quality of  treatment -with national trainees, 
2.  Family members 
Regulation {EEC) No  i612/68 as  amended introduces important  change~ to  the  family 
status of  the migrant worker, while granting individual direct _rights to the members of  4is 
· . family. These changes musttherefore be incorporated into Directive68/360/EEC. 
·Family reunification  · 
The  amen~ents ma_de_.to  Regulation (EEC)- No·'1612/68  are  aimed at improving the 
scope of  the right to family reunification and abolishing the age condition for descendants 
and the dependency condition for ascendants-and· descendants. Moreover, the members of . 
the family who were dependent on or were living under the_same roof as the worker in 
the country whence he  com~s  are granted-the right to family reunification. These changes 
are reflected in Article 4(3)(e).  ·-
~ tastly, and  in· the  same  spirit of facilitating  family  reunification,  1t. is  proposed· that. 
Article  :3  should be extended to  include a third paragraph.  This .  provisi9n is  aimed at 
making  it  easier  for  the  members  of families  froin  third  countries  who  are  already 
normally and permanently resident in a Member State to obtain visas. For the members of· 
such· families the right to  move within the Union, although ·solely in  th~ir capacity ·as 
members of a family, _is  derived directly from Community law. The visa requirement is 
no·  longer_ wholly  indispensable  and,  in  any  event,  the  visa  serves  only to  declare. a _ 
situation and does not in itself form the basis. of the right. Consequently, these members 
o~ the  family,  should  they  require- a  visa,  ought  to  be  able  to  obtain  one  iri  the . 
Member StEtte in which they live or in the Member State where they are going to settle 
with the worker. It is in particular· important to prevent a ·situation where members of 
families who  ar_e  already -normally resident in:  a Member State. are obliged -to  return to . : 
their country of  origin to obtain a visa for residence purposes when moving with a worker 
from one Member State to another.  · 
19 This proposal regarding visas is based on a realistic approach which takes account of the 
technical problems conriected with the disappearance of visas.  However, this appro~ch 
does  not run counter to  the  reflection which the  Commission has  initiated  about  the 
possibility of proposing in the future the total abolition of visas for the members of the 
family of Community workers. As mentioned above. for these family members, the right 
of  resid,ence is in fact derived directly from Community law in so far as they have a right 
to family reunification. 
Family members' independent right o[residence 
The new version of Regulation (EEC) No- 1612/68 aims to grant an independent right of 
residence to  family members who have resided With the worker under Article 10 in the 
event of  d!ssolution of  the marriage.· As stated above, this independent right of residence 
for the benefit of third country family members has its legal basis in Article 49 of the 
· Treaty and constitutes a necessary corollary to the free movement of  workers. 
As Community law now stands, freedom of movement is an unquestionable part of the 
soci~l integration of the  worker's  family.  The  worker's going  to  another  country~ in 
exercise of freedom  of movement,  is  not just a professional  and  economic but  also  a 
f~ily decision.  Conseque'ntly,  the family members  cannot  be, regarded  indefinitely as 
"appendages" 'of the  worker,  particularly if the family' is  broken up  as  a result -of the 
dissolution of  the marriage. 
The  proposed  new  Article  4a ·lays  down  the  conditions  for  the  exercise  of this 
independent right by family members. 
•  0  ~  • 
This· provision covers _family members who do not have the nationality of  a Member State 
arid would find themselves without any protection as regards the right of residence if  the 
marriage  were  dissolved  (the  non-Community  spouse  and  the ·non-Community  family 
members  who  had  benefited  from  Article  10  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1612/68).  For-
Community family members, the ~ight ef  residence is ensured, in the event of dissolution 
of the  marriage,  by  the  relevant  rules  applicable  to  workers,  non-active  persons  or 
· students as the case may be. 
Thus,  in  order  for  the  right  of residence  to  be  recognised  in the  event  of divorce 
Article 4a lays down a condition of sufficient financial resources and health insurance·for 
family members who are not economically active.  '· 
For  family  members  who  are:  engaged  in  a  paid  economic  activity,  the  residence 
conditions  are  the  same  as  for  Community  workers,  m  so  far  a:s  the  provisions  of 
Directive 68/360/EEC are applicable to them. 
It should be noted that this legal development constitutes a key element of the policy of 
integrating legal immigrants in the European Union. This political priority was clearly set 
out by the Commission in its Communication of 23  February 1994 on immigration and 
asylum  policies33.  In this  Communication~ the. Commission  stresses  that  "integration 
means offering migrants  and their descendants the  opportunity to  live normally in the 
host country"! Further on, the Commission states: 
33  . COM(94) 23 fmal. 
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''124.  Any  successful  integration  ~policy  must  of  necessity  include- several 
compone~ts.  The  first  essential.  elements  are · the  prospect  and  ~ecurity, of 
·  permanent residence stat~s. SecuritY of stay and permanent residence for all those 
satisfying stability criteria-constitute the fundamental prerequisites for successful 
integration ...  ". 
Cons~quently, the legal secudty of  family members, irrespective oftheir nationality, must 
'be seen as not only a legal objective, based on Articl(! 48, but ,":lso a  politi~al and soCial. 
one. It is clear, however, that as Community law now stands, third-country nationals do 
not have the dght to .free I)lOvement,- and the •amendments  made to Regulation (EEC) 
- No 1612/68 and Directive 68/360/EEC do not create such a right. 
3.  Reinforcement of the  right of residence and  streamlining of administrative 
procedures 
·The Court of Justice has  acknowledged  on a number of occasions that administrative 
documents do  not have any constitutive value on the dght of residence. It is therefore 
necessary to .  streamline  the  administrative  procedures  in order  to  prevent  them  from 
.  .  .  ~  . 
hampering the effectiye ~xercise ofthis  d~ht.  · 
ArtiCle  6(1)(b)  stipulates  that· -a  residence  permit  valid  for  at  least  five  years  is 
automatically renewable.  It is  proposed, with a view to reinforc'ing  the security of the 
migrant  worker and  his  family  with regard  to  their  residence,  to :make  provision 'for 
renewal for pedods of  ten years. Certain Member States already grant ten-year_residence. 
permits or permanent ones. 
An addition is made  t~ Articl~ 6(2), laying down' for both social and legal reascms that 
breaks in residence for medicru reasons or for reasons of maternity,,- study or posting do 
not affect the rightofresidence.  - · 
.  (_ 
In accordance with the High-Level Group's conclusions, Article 6(3) last indent contains 
an important innovation. This Article provides for the granting of a  five~year residence 
permit where the worker holds, for a period of 18 months,  a, number of  jobs lasting for 
le~s than a year.  The present system forces the worker .to obtain a new residence permit 
-whenever he is taken on for a period of less than a year. A wqrker could thus acctnnulate 
_ temporary residence permits ·during years of residence without ever being entitled to a 
renewable five-year permit unless he signs an-open-ended contract. The requireme~t of · 
having worked for 12 months during an iS-month period contained in the new Article' is 
designed to prevent having to countup short periods ofwork with consider(!.ble_interva1s 
between them. 
Article 9(3) lays doWn. that the Member States shall bring the administrative procedures_ 
for· the granting 'of  residence permits into line with the existing procedures for national 
- . identity documents.  This administrative approximation,  which might well  alleviate the 
red tape,  would also have  the  advantage .  of strengthening  the  feeling  of belonging to 
Europe .and European citizenship. 
.  .  . 
With a view also tc,>  raising :the profile of  European citizenship, it is proposed to. amend,  . 
- in Article 4, the title of the residence permit by introducing the phrase "residence p'ehiiit 
of  a European Union citizen". The Annex to the Directive .is amen~ed  accordingly. 
21 Lastly,  a  Community  worker  or -the  members  of his  family  may  lose  their  right  of 
residence if measures· are taken on the grounds of public order or public security. Given 
that the revision of the right of  residence and the treatment of workers and' their families 
which  is  the  subject of this  proposal  is  aimed  at_ integrating_ them ·fully  in  the  host 
Member State,_ it is proposed to limit  the_ scope of  expulsion measures: 
Accordingly,  a second paragraph is  added to  Article  10,  with the  aim  of limiting the -
"applicatien of  expulsion measures in cases where the person concerned is fully integrated 
in  the ·host  Member  Stat~ and  has  special  social,  cultural  and  family  ties  with  tlte 
Member State of  residence~ 
..  :..--
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1  Proposal for a  _  _  _ 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND-COUNCIL REGULATION 
amendi~g Council Regulation (EEC) No-1612/68 on free_domofmovementforworkers 
.  within the Conirimnity  ·  .  .  . 
- 98/022~) (COD) 
'(Text with EEArelevance) 
THE  E.UROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  . AND  'FHE  COUNCIL  OF .  THE 
EUROPEANUNION,  ~ 
.  . 
. Having. regard to the  Treaty  establishirig  tP.e· European. Community,  and  in particular 
Article 49. thereof,  ·  . 
.  .  . 
Having regai:d to the proposal from the Col)1Illissimi34, 
·Having r~gard  to the Opinion of  the Economic-and SoCial Committee35, 
.  .  ' . 
Acting in accordance with _the procedure laid down in Article 189b _of the Treaty3 6, _ 
1.  Whereas the legal situation of'  workers .from.Member States who move within the 
Community to  take  up  employment,  and  that of their families,  must adapt .  as 
.  .  .  \  . 
European integration progresses;  · 
2.  ·.  Whereas  Afticle  8  of the· TreatY  established  European  citizenship;. whereas 
freedom ·of movement for workers without impediment is art essential part of  this 
European citizenship;  ·  .  · .  ·.  ·  ·  .  ·  ' 
3.  .  Whereas  the ·  European  contribution  to .  national  employment  . policies 
recognised  _in  the  Council  . Resolution . of  15  December  1997  on  the 
1998  Employment  Guidelines37  requires  .·  the  ·full'  ·mobility  of~ ·workers; 
whereas mobility provides workers with access  to_ training. and work experience 
in ·other Member States and is thus an important factor  ~n ensuring adaptability 
and employability;  ·  ·  · - · 
34  OJ c 
. 3s·  OJC 
36  OJ C 
37  OJ C-30, 28.1.1998, p.  1. 
23 4.  Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1612/6838,  as  last  amended ·by 
Regulation (EEC) No 2434/9239  should be adapted to the new socio-economic 
and political conditions of  the Community~ whereas the principles of  the case-law 
·of  the Court of  Justice of  the European Communities should be incorporated into 
the legislative provisions;  - · 
5.  Whereas  discrimination  on  grounds  of sex,  race  or ethnic  origin,  religion  or 
convictions, disability, age or sexual orientation represents an obstacle to the_ free 
movement  of workers  and  their  families;  whereas  the  integration  of migrant 
workers exercising their right to freedom of  movement, and  that of  their families, 
into the host ·country can be seriously impaired by discrimination of this ldnd;-
whe:reas  it is therefore essential to prohibit such discrimination within the scope· 
of  Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68; 
6.  Whereas freedom of movement for workers means full and effective integration 
of migrant workers exercising their right to  freedom of movement, and that of 
their families; whereas family reunification must be enhanced to ensure that the 
migrant worker's fam,ily is not broken up as a result of  free movement; 
7.  Whereas the integration of family members  will  not be complete without true 
·de  jure  integration;  whereas  it  is- therefore necessary to  grant rights· to family 
members  direct,  so  that  they  can themselves  assert  their entitlement to  equal 
treatment direct, whilst maintaining the link between those rights and their status 
as family members; 
8.  Whereas  family  members,- particularly  those  who  are  not  citizens  of  the 
European Union, should not be deprived of all legal protection regarding right of 
residence if  the marriage is dissolved; whereas they must therefore be allowed to 
stay in the host Member State after a period of residence of three years; by ~hich 
time-they  can reasonably  be  considered  to  be  sufficiently  integrated into ·the 
host State;-
9.  Whereas, in the  interests  of the  effective  exercise of the  fundamental  right of 
freedom of movement for workers and with a view to improving· conditions for 
job creation in the Community, any remaining obstacle,s to the individual right of 
work~rs to' free  movement should be removed, .  particularly those-arising from 
territorial conditions which restrict the operation of equal treatment and-make it 
difficult to take into account a worker's professional ~d  personal circUmstances 
which have  come into being in a  Member State  other than the  Member State 
of  employment;· 
10.- Whereas  the  employment •  situation  in  the  Community  and  the  ---
. Employment Guidelines underline the need for workers to be able to rriove freely 
within the Community to look for work or undertake vocational training courses; 
whereas these workers should have access to all the openings for supplementary 
training,  retraining  and  vocational  :guidance.  necessary  to  enhance  their 
employability and adaptability;· 
38  OIL 257, I9. I O.I968,p. 2. 
39  OJ L 245, 26.8.I992, p.  I. 
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11.  ~ereas  Regulation(EEC) No 1612/68 shquld therefore be amended accordingly, 
HAVE ADOPTED THISREGULATION:  -
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 is hereby amended as follows: 
. (1)  Paragraph 1 of  Article 1 is replaced by the fotlowing: 
"1.  Any national of a Member State shall, irrespective of  his place of residence, 
have the right to seek employment, to join a vocational training course or to 
take up an.activity as an employed person and to pursue such activity within_ 
the teiritory· of  another Member State, in ac~ordahce with the ptpvisions laid 
down by law, regulation or administrative action governing the employment · 
of  nationals of  that State."  -
(2)  · Article Ia is inserted: 
(3) 
,. /  ·  . 
. ' ''Article 1  a 
Within. the scope of this  Regulation~ all discrimination- on ·grounds. of sex,' racial 
or .ethnic  origin,  religion,  belief,  disability,  age' or  sexual  orietitatio_n  shall 
be prohibit~d." 
A second paragraph is added to,Article 5, as follows:· 
"He shall also be entitled .to the recruitment aids available to nationals Wishing to 
take up employment, or to join a vocational training course."  -
(4)  Article 7 is amended as follows.'  -
(a)  .. Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 are replaced by the following: 
"1.·  A  worker who is· a .  national of a  Member State ·may not,  in the 
.  territory  of another  Member. State,  be  treated · differently  from 
national  workers  by reason of  his  nationality  in  respect  of any 
conditions of  emplo:Yment 'and work, p~icularly as regards health, 
. safety  and  hygiene;  remuneration  and  disll1issal  or occupational 
rehabilitation, reinstatement or re-employffient, should he become 
. unemployed or fully· or partially Unfit for work..  -
2.  A  worker who  is a national  of a  Member State  &hall  enjoy the· 
same  financial,  fiscal,  social,  cultural  and  other  advantages  as 
national workers.  -_- ' 
'· 
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'  ' 3.  A worker who  is  a national of  a Member State shall, by virtue of 
the same right and under the same conditions as national workers, 
have  access  to  all  levels  of education· and  university  or  other 
vocational training and to vocational rehabilitation,- retraining and 
furt~er training." 
' 
(b)  The following paragraph, 5 is added: 
"5.  Where  working  conditions,  professional  advancement  or  certain 
advantages accorded to workers deperid, in a Member State, on the 
occurreqce  of certain  facts  or  events,  any  comparable  facts  or 
· events which have. occurred in any other Member State shall entail · 
the same consequences or confer the same advantages accorded." 
(5)  Article 7a is inserted: 
(6) 
"Article 7a 
A Member State shall not refuse the benefits 'under Article 7(2) to a national of a 
Member State who works onjts territory while residing outside that temtory." 
In the first subparagraph of Article 8(1), the second part of the first  sentence is 
replaced by the following:  -
";he may be excludedfrom taking part in the management of~odies governed by 
public  law· and  from  holding  office  governed by  public  law,  only where  such. 
functions involve acting in the exercise of the powers of a public authority and 
safeguarding the general interests of  the State or local authorities." 
(7)  Paragraph 1 of  Article 9 is replaced bythe following: 
"t:  .  A worker who is a national of a Member State and who is employed in die 
territory of. another  Member  State  shall  enjoy all  the  rights  and ·benefits. 
accorded to national workers in matters of housing, including ownership of 
the housing he needs, and loans and grants." 
(8)_  Article 9a is inserted: 
"Article 9a 
The  provisions-of Articles  7;-8  and  9  shall  apply  to  any -national  of a 
Member-State· carrying out an activity in the  territory of a· Member State who is 
seconded by his employer to the territory of another Member State or to a place 
outside the territory of the European Union, and to any worker Who  is a nationaf 
of a Member State and  employed  in  non-member countries if. his  employment -
relationship has a sufficiently close link to the law of  a Member ~tate." 
-.~. 
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(9) - _·Articles_ I 0 and 11-are replaced by the following:' 
.-, 
·"Article 10 
'  .  '  ' 
_  1.  The following shall, irrespective of  their nationality, have the _right to install. 
\-
themselves with a  worker who is a national of  one Member State and who is 
employed in th~ territory of  another Member State: 
.. 
(a)  his  spouse  or  any  person  corresponding'· to  a  spouse  under  the 
legislation of  the host Member State, and their descendants; 
(b)  relatives in the ascending_line ofthe worker and his spouse; 
(c)  . any other member of the· family of the worker or that of·  his spouse· 
who is  dependent· on the worker or .  is living under his root in the 
_Member State whence he comes. 
Member States shall facilitate the admission ot any member of the family 
not falling within the provisions of  paragraph ·  1 if he is dependent on the  . 
worker'  referred to therein or living tinder his roof in the country-whence 
he comes. 
3.  Members of  the family entitled to live in aMen't.ber State under the terms· of 
paragr~phs  · 1 and 2  s~all be entitled to all financial,·· tax,  social, cultural or 
4. 
oth~r advantages !ivailable to nationals.  -
Members -of the family falling within the provisions of  thi~,  Article who are 
not  nationals  of a Member  State  retain  the  right  of residence  in  the. 
Member State of residence if the marriage is dissolved, on condition that_ 
they have lived in that country under the terms. of  this Article for a period of 
. three consecutive years. ·  · · 
The procedure for·issuing a residence permit to s·uch members of  the family 
following dissolution of the marriage shall be as laid down in ArtiCle 4a of 
Council Directive 68/360/EEC*  ··~·  -·  ·  ~. 
Article 1 i 
·Where a national of a Member State is prnsuing an activity_ as an employed or 
self-employed person in the territory of a Member State, members of  his family  . 
covered by .Article 10 shall have the right to take up any activity as an employed 
or self-employed person throughout the territory of that same State and to  p~srie 
it  in  accordance  with  the  laws,  regulations·  and  admiQ.istrative  provisions 
governing the employment of  workers who are nationals of  that State. They retain  ·-
this  right  if the · marriage  is  dissolved, · on condition· that· they  have  lived  in ·  .  . 
the  territory  under. the  terms  of Article  1  Q(l)  for  a  period  of  a~  least  five 
consecutive years. 
*  OJ L 257, 19._10.1968, p.  13." 
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I. (1-0)  The first indent of  Article 12 is replaced by the following: 
"The members of the faniily of  a national of a Member State who is or has been 
employed in the territory of  another Member State who are covered by Article 10 
·shall be admitted to that State's general educational, apprenticeship and university 
or  non-univers}ty  vocational  training  courses  under  the  same  conditions  as 
nationals of  that State, if  they are .residing in that territory.~· 
• 
Article 2 
This  Regulation ·shall  enter  into  force  on  the  twentieth  day  following · that  of its 
·publiCation in the Official Journal of  the European Communities. 
This  ·Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its. ·entirety  and  directly  applicable  m  all 
Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
Forthe European Parliament 
The President 
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For the Council 
The President Proposal for, a .  _ 
·EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
amending Directive 68/360/EEC mi'the ablition o(restriction~·on movemenhmd' · 
residence within the Community for workers of  Member States and their familie~ . 
98/0230 (COD) 
(Tex(with EEA relevance) 
THE,  EUROPEAN. 
EUROPEAN UNION, 
PARLIAMENT  .,·.  AN])  THE  COUNCIL .  . OF  .  THE 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  Europe·an  Community,. and  in  particular 
. Article 49 thereof,  · ' 
_  Having regard to the proposal from the Cormnission40, 
Having rega_rd to the opinion ofthe Economic and Social Committee4I, 
Acting in ~ccordany~ with the procedure laid down in ArtiCle 189b ~f  the Treaty42, 
1.  Whereas.  Council  Directive  68/360/EEC43,  as  last·amended  by ·the  Act  of 
Accession of  Austria, Finland and Sweden, lays doWn conditions for the abolition . 
of certain  restrictions  on  movement  and  residence  for  persons ·.  covered  by . 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1612/6844  .. on  ~freedom of  movement  for 
2. 
. workers  within. the  Community,  as  last amended-'by  European Parliament and 
Council Regulation (EC) No ·: :.1 ...  45;  · 
·Whereas R~gulation (EEC) No 1612168 has been amended to cover a wider range 
of  perso~s; _whereas  this  makes  it.  necessary  to  adjust,  in  line  with  these 
amendments,  the .  provisions· of Directive  68/360/EEC  as  regards  workers  and 
family  members  who  are_  citizens  of the  Eliropean  Union,  and  also  family 
members who are not citizens of  the European Union;· · · 
3.  Whereas, as the Court.of Justice of  the Europ~an  Communities has pointed out on 
several occasions, the administrative position of  job seekers has not always been 
clear, even though they are effectively covered by ·Article 48 of  the Treaty and by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68; whereas their righCofresidence for the purpose of 
· lopking for  work,  for the  length of time this takes,· without the need to hold a 
. residence permit, should be clearly laid down; 
.  40  OJ C 
41  OJC 
42  OJ c 
43  OiL 257, 19.10.1968, p.  13. 
44  OJ L 257, J9 .1 0._196~; p. 2. 
45  OJL 
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) 4.  Whereas it is desirable to  allow the aggregation of periods of residence so as to 
enable  a  worker  who  has  been  iri  employment 'for  over· 12  months· during  a 
continuous ·residence  period  of over  18  months  to  obtain  a  five:.. year  permit~ 
whereas this amendment is important in order to  cater for temporary relocations 
and to respond to  the  reality of the  Community's laboirr market where it is  not 
always  possible  for  workers  to  obtain permanent  employment  immediately  on 
_taking up their first contract~ 
·  5.  Whereas a worker who has resided for a period of five years in the territory of a 
Member State should be entitled to automatic renewal of  his residence permit for 
periods of  ten years~ whereas the procedure involved-in issuing residence permits  · 
should be :simplified and, if possible, brought into line with the procedure-used to 
issue national identity papers; 
6.  .  Whereas  the expulsion of Community ·workers  or members  of their family  on 
grounds of public policy or· public security is a radical step which may seriously 
harm persons who, .availing themselves of the rights and freedoms  laid down in 
the Treaty, have truly integrated themselves 'into the host Member State; whereas . 
the scope of  these measures should be restricted, regard being had to the degree of 
integration and the financial and family ties of  the person affected; 
7.  Whereas the grant of an autonomous right of residence to members of  the family 
who  have lived in the country for  a period of three consecutive ye.ars  has  been 
incorporated into Regulation (EEC) No·  1612/68~ whereas this should therefore be 
included in Directive 68/360/EEC so that the procedures for conferring this right 
can be  established~  · 
8.  Whereas Directive ~8/360/EEC  s~ould therefore be amended accordingly,· 
HAVE ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
Article 1 
Directive 68/360/EEC is hereby amended as follows: 
(1)  ,  The first sentence of  Article 2(1) is replaced by the followoing: 
"Member States shall grant the nationals referred to in Article· 1 the right to leave 
their territory in order to seek employment, to join vocational training courses or 
to  take  up  activities  as  employed persons  and  to.  pu·rsue  such activities  in  the 
territory of  another Member State."  · 
(2)  The following subparagraph is added to Article 3(2): 
"However,  Member States  shall allow family  members  who  ate  nationaJs  of a 
third country and who normally reside in a Member S~ate to obtain the necessary 
visas or equivalent documents in the Member State in which they were residing or 
in  the  Member State in which these  persons  are  to  take  up  residence  with the 
worker; under the terms of  Article 10 of  Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68." · 
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(3)  ArtiCle 4 is amendedas follows: 
(4) 
· (a)·  In  paragraph  2,  ·the  term  "Residence  Penn.it  for  a  National  of  a 
Member. State of  the EEC" -is replaced by "Residence Permit for a Citizen 
of  the European U~ion".  .  · .  · 
(b)  Paragraph 3 is amended.as follows: 
·.  J 
., 
· (i)  in the opening phntse die term "Residence Permit for a  Nati~mal of . 
a Member State ofthe ?EC" is replac,ed by "Residence Permit for a 
· Citizen of  the European Union"; 
l, 
·  · (i,i)  . point (b) isreplacedby the following: 
·. 
"(b)  a .confirmation  of engagement  by  the  employer _or  an 
employment or vocational training ·course certificate;" 
(iii)  ..  point (e) is replaced by the following: 
"(e)  In the cases referred to in point (c) ofArticle 10(1) and in 
Articl.e J0(2) of  Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68, a document 
issued by the competent authority of-the  Stat~ of origin or ·· 
the  State  whence  they  came,  testifying  that "they  are , 
dependent on the worker or t!J.at they live under his roof in 
"'·· such country:" · 




In the e'Vent of dissolution of  the marriage, -Member States shall recognise 
the  right of residence  on their territory of members  of the  family  of a 
.Community .  worker. who  are  not nationals  of a Member  State but who 
.  have lived for a period of  three. consecutive years in a Member S~ate under 
. Article  10. ·of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1612/68  in  accordance  with 
p~agraphs  2 and 3 of  this Article. 
Where  the  family  members  are  not  economically  active;  the  right  of 
residence is recognised provided·  tha(they can provide evidence. that they . . 
· .have ·sufficient 'financial· resources  for- themselves  and  their  dependants 
and thanhey have health·insurarice covering all risks in the !Vfeinber  St~te. 
-in which they are living.  · 
.  .  .  .  . -
The  proyisions  ·of  Council  Dir~ctive  90/364/EEC*  relating  to.  ·the 
assessment of sufficient resources, th¥  duration of residence permits :and 
their  renewal  shall  apply  ·mutatis  mutandis  to  the  application  of the· 
first subparagraph. 
.31 (5) 
3.  The right of residence of family  members pursuing economic aCtivities 
under Article 11  of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 shall be recognised on 
present'ation of  a contract of  employment, a certificate of  employment or a 
declaration of self-employment.  Articles  6 and 9 of this Directive shall 
apply -mutatis  mutandi  to  the  duration  of the  residence  permit  and 
conditions for renewal. 
OJ L 180, 13.7.1990, p. 26." 
4.  Absences  not  exceeding  six  consecutive  months  and· absences  m 
connection  with  the  completion  of military  service  or  for  reasons  of 
health,  for  maternity or study shall not constitute an interruption of the 
period of residence for  the  purpose of calculating the three-year ·perl.od 
·  · referred to in paragraph 1. 
Article 6 is amended as follows: 
l 
'  (a)  Point (b) of  paragraph 1 is replaced by the following: 
"(b)  must be valid for at least five years from the date of issue and must 
be automatically renewable for a  period of  ten years." 
(b)  Paragraph 2 is replaced by the follo~ng: 
"2.  Breaks  in  residence  not  exceeding  six  consecutive  months  and 
absence on military service or due to reasons of health, maternity, 
study or posting for employment shall riot  affect the validity of a 
residence permit.".  ·  · 
(c)  The  following  subparagraph  is  inserted  after  the  first  subparagraph  of 
. paragraph 3: 
"Nevertheless, where a  worker has had several  succe~sive t-emporary jobs 
over a total period of more than 12  months during a residence period of 
18 months,  the  host  Member  State  shall  issue  him  with the  residence 
permit mentioned in the first subparagraph on presentation of  a declaration 
of empl_oyment  or a  certificate of employment,  even if the job is ·of a 
duration of  under ohe year."  -
(d)  The following paragraph 4 is added: 
.J 
"4.  Subject to the provisions of point (d) of Article ~(1), a worker who 
is unemployed after a period working-hi a Member State and has a 
residence permit under the first subparagraph or paragraph 3 has 
the right to  automatic 'renewal of that residence permit for periods 
of  at least six months as long as he is seeking work.  -
32 - I.  .  ' 
Without  prejudice  to  the· ·first,  subparagraph,  if the  person  i11 
question ' has  acquired 'the' right  to' unemployment  benefit,  the 
residence  . pemiit ' .shall  be~  renewed  autmnatically  until  his 
entitlement to unemployment benefit ceases." 
-.  .  .  - .. 
·  (6)  Article 7 is replaced by.  the following: 
"Article 1 
A  valid  residence .  permit may not be  withdrawn fro in a  worker solely ·on ·the 
grounds that he is  no  longer in employment, either- because he· is tempoprarily. 
incapable of work as a  result of illness, accident, or maternity, or because he is 
involuntarily  unemployed, . this  b,eing  duly  confirmed- · py  the _  COJI?.petent 
_employment services.  · 
<· 
.  I 
If it expires during the .time-when· he is  incapable of work, it shall be renewed 
automatically in accordance with Article 6." _ 
.  . 
. (7)  The following point (d) is  added to _Article 8(1): 
(~) 
'~(d) .. a national of  a Member State who is seeking etp.ployment in .its' territory. 
· If  the  person  is  seeking  employment for  longer  than  six  months,  the 
Member  State  may -ask .  the  job  seeker  to  prove  that  he  is  actively ' 
__  iooking  for  work  and  that  he  has  a  reasonable . chance  of . being 
offered employment." 
Article 9 is amended as follows: . 
(a)  Paragraph 1 is replaced by th~following: -
"· 1.  The  residence  documents  gr~t~d to  persons .  covered  by  this. • 
Directive shall be issued and renewed free of  charge or  on payinent 
of an amount ·not exceeding the dues  and faxes  _charged  for the 
issue ofidentity cards to nationals." 
,. 
(b)  .  Paragraph 3 ·is replaced by ,the following: 
"3.  --- Member  States  shall  take  the  necessary  measures  to  bring  the 
procedures for issUing residence d~cuments iii this Directive into 
line_ with existing procedurys  tor the issuing of national  identity .  . 
cards or oth_er equivalent national pap~rs.~'  ·  · 
J  -
(9)  Article 10 is replaced_ by the following: 
..  "Article 10 
Member States- shall not derogate from  the provisions of  this Directive  sav~ on 
g~~undsofpublic  policy; public securityor publi~health.- ·  .·  · 
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. ' ·.  Nevertheless,  in  applying  the  derogations· referred  to  in  the  first  paragraph, 
Member States shall take into account the degree to which the  per~on affected by 
such measures has  been in:tegrated  into their territory, with a view to  possibly 
restricting the-extent of  such derogation. 
To determine the extent which a personhas been integrated into the Meniber -state 
ofresidence, Member States shall take into account circumstances such as the fact 
that the person in que~tioh was born in that State,  has  undertak¢"n  most of his  · 
studies or training in that State _or has major cultural, social, professional or family 
· 'links with that State."  · 
/ 
Article 2 
J.  Member  States  shall  bring  into  force  ilie  laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
/ provisions necessary to comply with this Directive. by 31  December 2000 at the 
latest. They shall forthwit~  inform the Commission thereof. 
When Member States adopt those provisions, they shall contain a reference to this 
. Directive or shall be accompanied by  s~ch a reference .  on the occasion of their . 
official  publication  .. Member  States  shall .  determine  how ·such  reference  is  to 
be made  .. 
'  '  .  . 
2.  Member States  ~hall communicate to the Commission the text of domestic Jaw 
·  which they adopt in the fit~ldgovemed  bythis Directive. 
Article 3 
This Directive shall _enter into ·force on the twentieth day following that of  ~ts publication · 
in the  Offi~ialJournalofthe European Communities.  -" 
Article 4 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Pone at Brussels; ·. 
· For the European Parliament 
The President 
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For the Council 
The President  · 
i,. I  ! 
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Proposal for a 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DECISION. 
establishing an Advisory Committee on freedom of  movement and social securitY 
for ·Community workers and  amending Co1.mci1Regulations (EEC) No1612/68 
and (EEC) No· 1408/71 
.  ~  .  '  ... 
.  _ 
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. . .  . ' ·EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1.  Reasons for the proposed Decision · 
.. Regulation (EEC) No  1612/68  and Regulation  (EEC)  No  1408/71  each established a 
tripartite  advisory  comrriittee  responsible  for  examining problems concerning the .  free 
movement  of  workers  and ·  coordi11ation  of  social  security  schemes.  These  two: 
institutions,  now  over . 20  years  old,  provide  Community  forums  in  which  the 
· Commission,  Member  States  and  social  partners  are  able  to  make  a  sigpificaqt 
contribution to freedom of  movement. 
With  a  view  to  i'mproving  their  operation  and  rationalising  financial  and 
human resources~  however,  the  social  partners  have  called  for  these  committees  to 
be merged. 
In  its· Communication  of  18  September . 1996  concerning  the  social .  dialogue,  the 
Commission  takes  up  this  request  by  the  social  partners  for  a  review  of  the 
responsibilities and working methods of the committees on freedom of movement and 
social  security46.  The  need  for  a  review of-these  and  other committees  had,  in fact, 
already been established in the _recommendation from the cross-industry social partners 
(June 1993). 
In  its· Communication containing  ar1"  action  plan for  free  movement  of workers,  the 
Commission  states  its  intention:  .of  proposing ·such  a  review.  The  Commission 
Communicatiop  of 20 May  1998  "Adapting  and  promoting  the  social . dialogue  at 
Community level"47 reiterates this intention. 
This proposal for a Decision is in response to the said request from the social partners. 
Furthermore, in its action plan on freedom of movement the Commission ··identified a 
need for an overall strategy which would make freedom of  movement  an integral part of 
Community policy and powers, particularly in the coordination of national employment 
policies.  -With  the  signing  of the  Treaty  of Amsterdam,  the  European  Union. has 
-embarked on a course whi~h will involve it in making an increased contribution to .the 
employment issue in Europe. 
.  .  . 
·In view of  this, freedom of  movement must be seen in the economic and political context 
of European integration. Merging of  the cominittees on freedom of  movement and soCial 
security will give rise to a new institution capable of centralising the contribution of the 
social partners to this new broader approach to freedom of  movement. 
While maintairiing continuity with the work of  the existing committees, the new advisory 
conimitte~ will have a new political role going beyond purely technical matters to provide 
.  a discussion forum for the issue of mobility in 'Europe at a time when developments in 
the social, demographic, political- and economic outlook are making a new approach to 
worker mobility within the European Union essential.  -
46 
.  47 
COM(96) 448 final. 
COM(1998) 322 fmal. . 
36 .  2.  -Legal basis -
This Decision is based on Articles-49,  51  and 235 of the Treaty. Articles 49  and  51 of 
the  Treaty_ constitute the respective legal bases· for Regulations (EEC) No 1612/68 and. · 
(EEC) No 1408/71, which established the present advisory committees. Amendment of  __ 
· these  Regulations to  establish a new cominittt:e  merging the  prese~t committees must  __  --
therefor~ be founded on the same legal bases. 
The  new advisory committee will  also  be  empowered to  discuss  and  analyse  matters 
concerning· the  -situation~  in- the  European- Union  of workers  who  are  nationals  of 
third ~ountries and ~ho  are. not members of  the family of  a Community natio~al.  . 
'  .  -
As Community law stands at present, Articles 49 and 51  do not provide a legal basis for 
· dealing with matters concerning nationals of third countries. It for this reason that it is 
necessary to  inv~st the new advisory  coilllilittee  wi~h sucp powers  under Article  _235~· 
Article 235  is being used as a complementary legal base, given that the !lew comniittee's 
competence on issues related to  third country  n~tionals is  fundamental.  Moreover, the-
new Treaty of  Amsterdam specifically includes within Co~unlty  ~omp_etence the rights 
and obligations of  third-country nationals in the. European Union._In this context, the new · 
-committee .  would pave competences that would shortly. be  incomplete, if thef did not 
already cover issues COJ.?-Cerning third-countrynationals. 
3~  Structure  of  the  Advisory  Committee  on _  freedom  -of  movement  and 
social security · -
The proposed structure and rules -of procedure are based very largely on those of the-two 
-existing advisory committees.  The  tripartite  composition and  niunber of members  are 
exactly the same. When appointing new members, however, it is important to ensure that 
the degree of expertise and representc,ttion  are  maintained in the two  fields  concerned, 
. i.e. freedom of movement for workers and social security which, while intercorujected, 
·have certain independent charactt:ristics.  .--
- .  . 
This is why, in Article 3,-it is proposed that governments should be representedby one 
member of the Technical Committee on freedom of movement .and. one  me~ber of the 
.  •  •  -- - !  .. 
Ad~inistrative Commission on SoCial SecUrity for Migrant Workers. 
Furthemiore, experience-has shown a term of  office of  two years to b-e. too -short to enable 
the ·committee members to work effectively. It has therefore been decided to extend the 
nia,lldate to four years, as is usual with other committees.  · 
- ' 
A further change to be brought in by the new provisions, with a ~iew to simplifying the . 
rules on appointments, is that Member States at~  to notify th.e Comniission directly_ of  the 
mimes of  their national representatives. 
Finally, the new Article 2(3) requires Member States to endeavour to ensurethatmen and 
women are equally represented on the Comniittee. This implements the recommendations. 
of the  fourth -action  programme  for  equal  opportunities  between  meri  and  women  on 
. incorporating ~qual opportunities into other Comm~ity  policies (mainstreaming).  ' 
37 4.  Responsibilities of the Advisory Committee 
The new Committee will take over the responsibilities of  the two current committees. 
I  , 
. · Of these,  empioymfmt  will 'be  ~  essential ·area  cif ·the  new  Committee's. work.  The 
Advisory Committee''s main responsibilities will  include  emphasising the  contribution 
mobility mclkes  to national employment policies.  As  indicated above,  there must be a 
broad-based approach to worker mobility which will demonstrate how it is linked to and 
.  affects national employment policy. 
The coordination of  11atio:p.al employment policies, today one of Europe's priorities, has, 
of colirse,  been a fundamental  element of the  responsibilities of the  existing advisory 
committees,  particularly of the  Advisory  Committee  on freedom  of movement.  Even 
30 years  before the  Amsterdam Treaty,  this  Committee· was·  required to  contribute to 
coordinating Europeanpolicy on employment under Regulation (EEC)No l6i2/68. 
While_ this  possibility may. not· have  .been  exploited  to  the  full  i~ the .past,  the  new 
Advisory Committee will still be able to draw benefit from the pioneering experien~e in 
the field of emplo)'ment. Merging of the·-committees. and the  new political frameWork 
following  on  from  the  action  plan  are  likely  to  boost  the  importance  ·  o( .  the 
Advisory Committee in this  field.  The  Commission .  has,  in fact,  already  launched. the 
debate  i~ its action plan on freedom of movement for workers. The action plan.is ba.Sed 
on the premise that freedom of movement is not only a legal  mechani~m enabling people 
to move around in their occupatiohs.more e,asily, but that workermobility can be seeq as 
an instrument of  employment policy in Europe. 
Without· prejudice to  these powers  in  the .  employment  field;  the  Advisory  Committee 
retains  full  competence  in  all  matters  concerning  mobility  itself,  including  the 
coordination  of  social  security  schemes  and  the  specific  problems  of  particular 
professions, such as cultural ones (artists, (or instance). 
.  ' - '  .  .  . 
·The Advisory Committee's envisaged  r~sponsibilities also inchJde examining questions 
concerning  the  situation  of third .country  nationals  in  fue'  European  Union.  In their 
.. Recommendation of June  1993, the  social partners  indicated that. they would like the 
Committee  to  assunie  more  responsibility  in  this  directi(!m..  Matters  concerning ~third 
country nationals are already the subject of consultations within the Committee, as,  for 
example,  when  extending  Regulation  (EEC)  No· 1408/71  to.  cover  nationals  of t4ird 
countries _legally  resident in the  European Union.  A further ·point is  that the  Treaty of 
Amsterdam ·provides for  Community jurisdiction in  matters  concerning the rights  and 
obligat~ons of nationals  ofthird countr:ies residing in the European Union. The Advisory-
Committee tnust therefore be adapted to tlie·Community's future powers as envisaged in 
the Treaty ofAmsterdam.  , 
5.  Disbandment of  the current committees 
The situation as described above means that the two existing committees will· have to be  .  . 
disbanded to make room for the new structure. This will fiot; however, in any Wa:Y affect 
the continuity of the work or mean losing the experience accumulated. The members of 
·the Technical Committee on fn!~dom of movement and the Administrative Commission 
on  Social  Security  wilf also  sit on  the  Advisory  Committee.  Furthermore,  the  social 
partner representatives on the  present committees have a great  deal  0~ experience on 
38 freedom of movement and. will be  able  to  poo1 'both this and their ,experience on the .•  - ' 








') THE  EUROPEAN  ·  PARLIAMENT  AND  THE  COUNCIL  · . OF  THE 
.  EUROPEAN UNION 
Having regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Conimunity,  and  in particular 
Articles 49, 51  an_d 235 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission4s, 
Having regard to the opinion of  the Economic and Sociai·Committee49, 
Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 189b of  the Treaty50, 
· 1.  Whereas  consultation  of  the  social  partners · is  &n · essential  element  in 
implementing freedom of  movement; 
2.  Whereas the coordination of  social security schemes is the essentiai corollary to 
the proper exercise of freedom of  movement of labour; whereas it is important to 
.  have  an  overview  taking  in  ail  aspects  of freedom  of movement  and  the 
coordination of  social security schemes; 
· 3.  Whereas the social partners have requested that the existing Advisory Committees 
on  freedoni  of movement  and  social  s~curity  be  merged  with ··a  view  to 
rational ising their resources and improving their operation; 
4.  Whereas  the  creation  of a  single  Advisory  Committee  to  discuss  matters  in 
connection with social security and freedom of movement is likely to make that 
Committee more effective by enabling it to adopt an overall strategy on freedom 
of movement;  ' 
5.  Whereas the new Advisory Committee is required to maintain continuity when 
taking  over  the.  work  of the  Advisory  Committee  on  the  Free  Movement ·of 
.Workers  an~  the Advisory Committee on social security for Migrant Workers; 
6.  Whereas  it is  important that the  structure,  composition and  rules  ofprocedure 
should be kept simUar to those of  the current committees; 
48  OJC 
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Whereas it is  important that there .  should  be -equal representation of men and 
women on the Committee; 
Whereas- the term of office of the members of the committee should be extended 
. to  four years,  with a  view to bringing it  into  line  with_ other  co~mittees and 
increasing the continuity and efficiency of  the Committee; 
Whereas  the . Advisory  Committee  will,·  to . ·a - large  extent,  take  over  the 
responsibilities of  the current committees, but  consolidate and rationalise them to 
achieve  -greater  efficiency  and  to·  provide  the  overview  needed  for  : a 
__ cornprehep.sive analysis of  freedom ofmovement; 
Whereas th~  re~ponsipilities of  the Advisory Committee should take into· acco~t 
the  importanc_e  of coordinating national  employment policies,  emphasising the 
role and  added.:vahie of  wo-rker mobility;  -
· 11.  Whereas the Advisory Comm~ttee's responsibilities-should include the study and 
analysis  of ·the · situation  of nationals  from  third  countries  working  in -the 
Member States; whereas -it  is therefore important for the social partners -to have 
the opportunity of  discussing and giving their views on the subject; 
12.  - whereas i( is necessary 5o  delete the relevant provisionS" of Cmpicil Regulation- -
(EEC) No  1612/68 of 15  October  1968 on -freedom  of movement of workers 
within the-Community51,  as  last amended by Regulation  (EC) No  [ ...  ]  of the 
·European Parliament and-of the Council  52, and also those of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No-1408/71 of14 June 1971 on the application of social security schemes _ 
- tQ  employed  persons,  s_elf-erriployed  persons  and  members  of their  famililies 
moving  within  the  Community53,.  as- last  amended  by  Reguhition  (EC) 
No 1606/9854,  which had set up advisory committees on freedom of movement 
· and social security matters;  - .  ·  ' 
13.  ~Whereas the  inclusion of issues  relating  to  third-country  nationals  within the 
powers of the committee enables the social partners to deal fully and effectively 
With· all aspects of labour mobility; whereas, to meet this objec,tive,  the Treaty 
does notprovide powers_ other than those of  Article 235,, 
HAVE DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:  -, 
Article 1 · 
'  .  . 
- An Advisory Committee on freedom' of movement and ·social security for workers within' 
the Community (hereinafter:  the "Committee") is hereby established, to be responsible 
for assisting the Coriim1ssion in the e~amination of matters-arising from the freedom of 
movement of workers •  and  the  coordination .of social  security  schemes,  and  the  link 
between those matters and employment questions.' 
51  ·Oi L257, 19.Hl:l968, p. 2. 
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1.  The  Committee  shall  be  composed  of 90  members,  compnsmg,  for  each 
Member State: 
.  .  I 
(a)·  two government representatives, one of whom shall be a member of the 
Administrative  Comriiission  on  Social 1 Security  for  Migrant  Workers 
provided for by Article·80 of  Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71, and the other · 
a member of the Technical Committee on the free movement of workers 
provided for in Article 32 of  Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68; 
•  •  .  '  '  I  ~ 
· (b)  . two representatives of  trade union organisations; 
{c)  -two representatives of  employers' organisations  .. 
.  For  each  of the  categories  referred to in  the  first  subparagraph, -an  alternate 
member shall be appointed for e~ch Member State  . 
.  2.  The members and their alternates shall be appointed by the Member States, which 
shall  make  every  effort,  when  selecting  representatives  of trade  unions  and 
employers' organisations; to ensure equitable representation on the C6mmittee of 
3. 
. 4. 
the various sectors concerned.- . -
Each  Member  State  shall  notify  the Commission of the  list  of member~ and 
their alternates. 
Member· States shall endeavour to ensure that men and women are represented 
equally on the· Committee.  . 
. The  term  of office  for  members ·and  alternates  shall  be  four  years.  Their 
appointments may be renewed.  On expiry of their term of office,  members and 
alternates shall remain in office until they are replaced or until their appointments 
are renewed.  .  · 
Article 3 
1.  The  Committee  shall  be  chaired  by  a  Member  of the  Commission · or  his· 
representative. The.Chairman shall not vote. Secretarial services shall be provided 
by the Commission. 
2.  The  Committee  shall  meet  at  least  once .a  year.  It ·shall be  convened  by- its 
Chairman, either on his own initiative or on written application to him by at least 
one  third  of the  members.  Such  application must  include  concrete  proposals 
concerning the agenda. 
3.  Acting  on . a  proposai  from  its  Chairman,  the  Committee  may  decide,  in 
exceptional circumstances, to take advice' fr~m any individwils or representatives 
of organisations  with extensive experience  in matters of social -security  or the 
freedom ofmovement of  workers. 
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4.  The opinions and proposals of the Committee shall state the reasons 'on which 
they are  l;>ased.  They shall  be  delivered  by  an  absolute  majority  oftp.e votes 
validly cast,_ and shall, be accompanied by a statement of the views· expressed by 
the minority, where the latter ~o requests:  .  · 
Article4 
The  Committee  shall  be . empowered,  at  · the  request  . of  the  Commission,  the 
Administrative Commission on Social SecuritY,  or the Technical Committee, or on its 
own initiative, to perfprm the ~ollowiilg tasks:  · . 
(a)  ·  to examine q¥~Stions concerning the-freedom ofmovem:entand social security ~f  · 
m~grant workers, with p~icular regard to  how worker mobility is linked to and 
affects national employment policy in the Member States; 
_  (b)  -to make a general study of  the effects of  implementing Community legislation and 
- -any additiollal provisions on the free  movement or' workers and coordination of -
· social security schemes; / 
(c)  to . submit to ·the  Co~ission any  reasoned  proposals  for  revising Community 
legislation_ on_. the  free  movement  of workers  and  the -coordination  of social 
security schemes; · 
(d)  to :deliver,  either  at the  r~q~est of the  Commission. or  on  its  own  initiative, 
opinions  on  general· questions  or 'on  questions  of principle,  in  particular  on -_· 
exchange of information concerning developments' on the labour market, on the 
movement of workers between Member States, on programmes or measures to 
_  develop vocationai guidance at1d, vocational training which are likely to enhance · 
the opport'unities of freedom of movement and-employment, and\6n all forms of 
assistance  to  W()rkers  and· their  families,  including ·social  assistance  and.  the 
housing of  workers; 
.  ' 
(e)  to -examine general questions· or questions of principle and the problems raised by 
(f) 
the implementation of regulations· issued pursuant to the .provisions of Article 51_ . 
of  the Treaty;  - ·. 
to  ex~ine  matters  ' connected  with  the  rights  and  obligations  in  the : 
Member States  of workers  resident  in  the  Community .  who  are  nationals  of. 
third countries. 
Article 5 · 
1.  Until  the  Member ·States ·have  appointed their  members- of the  Committee  in 
accordance with Article 2,  the convening of members for  Committee meetings 
shall be gove~eCi by the rules set out in paragraphs 2 and 3 of  this ·article. 
· 2.  The  members  of the_ Advisory" Committee  on  freedoJ;Il  of moveme9-t  and  the 
Advisory Committee on sociai security shall be considered tobe full members of 
the Committee. 
43 However,  only  two  members  for  each  of the  three  categories  referred  to  in 
Article 2(1)  shall  be entitled to  attend the  meetings of the  Corymittee.  Unless 
otherwise· indicated  by a  Member  State, the Commission  shall  invite  to  each 
·meeting the two most senior members for· each category, ensuring that the choice 
.includ.es one representative from the former Advisory Committee on freedom of 
movement and one representative from the former Advisory Committee on social 
security. If  there ~e  more than tw~ members with the same seniority, the selection 
shall be made by alphabetical order. 
In  convening  the  members  of the  trade  union  organisations  and  employers' 
associations, the Commission shall_ens\rre adequate representation of the various 
sectors concerned, irrespective of  seniority or alphabetical order. 
. .  .  .  -
3:  Where the members convened are unable to .attend, they may be replaced by other 
members.  If· the  latter  are_  also.  unable  to  attend,  they  may be replaced ·by the 
alternate members of the Technical Committee and the Advisory Committee on 
social security. 
Article 6 
Articles  24  to  31  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1612/68  and  Articles  82  and  83  of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 are deleted. 
ArtiCle 7 
Within three months of  entry intoforce ofthis Decision, the Member States-shall·forward 
to the  Commission a list of members and alternate members appointed in accordance 
with Article 2 of  this Decision. 
Article 8 
This Decision shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication 
in the Official Journal of  the European Communities.  .  ·  , 
Done at Brussels, 
For the European Parliament 
The Presisent 
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. For the Council 
The President Financial Statement 
1.  TITLE OF OPERATiON 
. ,./ . 
Establishment of an Advisory Committee -on  freedom of moverp.ent, and social 
security for workers within the Cominunity  .  . 
2.  BUDGET HEADING(S) INVOLVED 
A7031 
3.  1;-EGAL BASIS 
Articles 49, 51  and 235 ofthe Treaty 
·  4.  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
4.1  General objective _ 
Merging ofthe Advisory Com.rnittee on freedom of movement for workers 
·and  the  Advisory. Committe'"e  on· social  security  f9r  workers· into ·a  single 
Committee to assist the  Commission in .  examining questions  raised by _the 
implementation of the Treaty and measures taken inthat regard rehiting-io-, 
freedom of  movement, employment and social security fm workers  .. 
'  4.2  Period covered and arrangements for renewal or extension 
Unlimited 
5.  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE. OR REVENUE 
5.1 · Compulsory/Non-compulsory expenditure 
5.2  Differentia,ted/Non-differentiated appropriations 
S.3  Type o~  revenue involVed 
6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 
Administrative appropriations, Part A of the budget;·· particularly reimbursement 
ofexperts' expenses (see 10.3).  · 
45 7.  FINANCIAL IMPACT 
Financial  impact  on - Part  B  of  the  budget.  Operational  appropriations 
(not applicable).  , 
8.  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES 
Specific  monitoring  measures  planned:  supporting  documents  for  experts' 
.  travel expenses. 
9.  ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
~  ;  . 
The  Commission  announced  the • reorganisation  of two  existing  committees  '. 
(Ad_visory  Committee  ·on  freedom- of  movement  for  workers  and  the 
Advisory Committee on the coordination of social security schemes} in its action 
plan of 12 November 1997 for free·movement of  workers (CQM(97) 586) .. 
Establishing  the  new  Committee  should  bring  about  an  improvement .in  and 
rationalisation of the current committees,  giving it,  in addition to  the .technical 
matters with which it is to deal, a new political role with regard to mobility of 
employment in the European Union,  for  instance questions  relating to  workers 
from third countries who are resident in the European Union. 
10.  ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE (PART A OF SjfCTION III OF THE BUDGET) 
The actual mobilisation of the nt:\cessary-administrative resources will depend on 
the Commission's annual decision on the allocation of resources, taking account 
in particular of  the additional staff and sums approved by the budget authority. 
-10.1  Effect on the number of  staff 
'Yill  the proposed operation involve an increase in the number of 
Commission staff! If  so, how many? -
Type of  staff  Staff  to be assigned to managing 














Of  which 
Using existing 
resources within 








. /  . 
10.2  Overall financial impact of human resources 
'(ECU)·' .. 
,. 
Amounts' ,  Calculation method  .. 
i 





ECU l08 000 x2 =ECU 
I  216 000/year 
(give budget heading)  .  . 
- - -
.. 
Total  216 000 
-
·  ·  *  Using  .  'availab~e ·  resource~  allocated· · ·to  management  of.  the  operation 
-(calculation based on titles A-1, A-2, A~4, A-5 and A~7) 
·: 
10.3 ·  . Financial  impact  of other  operating  expenditure  involved  in  the 
. operation 
Indicate the amount of staff ~nd administrative  expendit~re involved -
.. in the proposed operation. 
I. 
-Expiain the method ~tcalculation  . . 
· (ECU)  .. 
Budget  line  (number  and·  Anlounts  Calculation J;nethod 
heading)  - -. 
A-7031 Compulsory  __  64 680  2 representatives/Memb~r-State,){ECU 650 
committee  · x 15x ~meeting/year=  ECU f9 500. .  · 
- .. 
- - -. 
4 persons x  ECU 753 x 15 x l_meeting/year  '. 
. =ECU45 180 
Total  64 680 
I 
The appropriations wiil be taken from the existing DG V budget. 
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I  . 
, )  . 
Form on impact on SMEs 
The -legislative  proposals  concerning  free  movement  of workers,  ai~, inter  alia,  at 
facilitating labour mobility, including crossborder mobility, together with reinforcing the 
functioning of single European space of professional mobility. To this end, a new article · 
.  concerns the recognition, in all the' Member States, of professional elements acquired in 
different Mt:mber States. This provision will facilitate transparency of  competen~ies and 
qualifications, contributing to the development of European careers. The proposals also 
. I  aim at enhancing the conditions for mobility of  persons under vocational training.  . 
These objectives will  have  a favourable  impact on SMEs.  Effectively, as  stated in the 
BEST  report  (Business  Environment  Simplification - Task  force),  it  is  important  to 
improve  vocational  training  iri  order· to  help  them  work· efficiently  for  SMEs,  and 
·eventually  setting  up  their· own  SME.  In this  context,. the  BEST  report  stresses  the 
importance of  mobility for ·people under vocational. training, together with the importance 
of  fostering exchanges between training institutions and enterprises..  - ·  · 
Furthermore,  improving  labour mobility will  also  have  a. favourable  impact on  SMEs 
inasmuch as their possibilities for recruiting workers from different Member States may 
reinforce their competivity on a European scale. In addition, crossborder mobility, which 
. is ·covered  by  the  legislative  proposals,  has  a  fundamental  importance  for  SMEs 'in 
crossborder areas .. 
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